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from the president

A FOCUSING MOMENT
IN EARLY 2021, Portland suffered a major
ice storm that knocked out power to tens of
thousands of residents for multiple days. As
summer approached, an unprecedented number
of wildfires started across the Western United
States. And, then in June 2021, Oregon sweltered under the intensity of an historic heat wave.
More than 100 people died. Soon after the event
ended, a global team of scientists concluded that
the catastrophe was “virtually impossible without
human-caused climate change.”
Nature had knocked on our door—and not for
the first time. The climate crisis is accelerating
right before our eyes. As Jennifer Allen, environmental and natural resource policy faculty, puts
it: “This is a focusing moment.”
From almost any perspective, it is time for
action, and in my view, PSU is ready to take
the lead.
This magazine’s terrific cover story points out
that taking action on climate issues is nothing
new at PSU. Over the decades, we have built an
exceptional array of climate-related knowledge,
research and practice that cuts across disciplines
and permeates the University. PSU secured
a James F. and Marion L. Miller Foundation
research grant in 2008, under the leadership of
former President Wim Wiewel, to integrate
sustainability across the campus. We further
committed to making PSU’s operations
carbon-neutral by 2040.
This year I called upon our campus to focus
on climate action. PSU is home to dozens
of disciplines, academic and research units,
and engagement projects working to adapt
to, mitigate and explain the effects of climate
change. We’re examining how we can amplify

PSU’s climate and social justice experts, making
new connections between disciplines and staying
focused on our core values. Every school, college,
unit and department has a role to play.
Because of our position as Oregon’s only urban
research university, PSU applies a unique lens
and capacity to understanding and responding
to climate change, a position that directly aligns
with our top institutional priority of advancing
racial equity and justice. We know that any
successful response to climate change will have
equity at its core. Indeed, our own Vivek
Shandas, geography faculty, found that some of
the deadliest areas in Portland during the June
2021 heatwave were located in outer Southeast
Portland, in neighborhoods with high concentrations of low-income and minoritized residents.
Our experience at PSU tells us that we are
most successful at manifesting change when the
people who will implement those changes are
engaged from the beginning. As we tighten our
focus on climate change, we’re seeking the wisdom of new partners and asking the community
to guide us, rather than telling the community
what it needs. Together, we can show leadership,
press for innovation and solutions, and continue
the legacy of Oregon’s environmental trailblazers.
Sincerely,

Stephen Percy
President, Portland State University

inbox
portland state
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INSIDE: PORTRAITS OF PSU VETERANS | HOW COVID-19 CHANGED CAMPUS

CELEBRATING OUR
COMMUNITY
Let me say that the issue of the PSU Magazine that arrived yesterday was a delight!! The
stories were well written, the photography
was wonderful, and the selection of subjects
was just right!! Design is really attractive—
meaning it catches my interest. And, I know
that the magazine is produced with a tight
budget...as everything is at PSU. I worked
in University Relations in the early ’90s, and
I know the budget restraints are always a
consideration. Yet, the magazine is a fine representation of the PSU that I do love! Thanks
for your efforts and the finished product that
I certainly enjoy. —Don Riggs ’83

war. As a side note, Arthur Honeyman used
to live with us at my mother’s boarding house.
He wrote a poem about my father and his
cigar smoking. Art and I would laugh ’till our
sides hurt over this and that when I was in
high school and he was in college. Loved that
guy. —Stephen (aka “Lanny”) Patterson ’00

structural racism. I wish he would drop his
defensiveness and look more closely at what
is called unsanitized history. The United
States has had a racism problem since the
very beginning. Wonderfully, it is the stated
ideal of the Declaration of Independence
that proclaims that all men are created equal
as a self-evident truth. The lofty ideal is there
In 1953 we organized the Portland State Vets in print even if it has never been a reality.
Club. At the time we were mostly Korean
Which brings me to Mr. Blatner’s second
vets from all branches. I could be wrong on
error, that recognizing systemic racism is
the date, but I was a member. We eventually
about blaming systems and rich guys. It’s not!
came up with pins to be like the frats. I still
It’s about setting aside our white fragility and
have mine. Stressful time. —Jim Long ’57
assuming responsibility for building a more
just and equitable society, recognizing our
PSU’S 75TH ANNIVERSARY
previous flaws, yet embracing the ideal of the
I was excited to read the articles about
Declaration of Independence. It entails the
Frederic Littman and also Ray Grimm in
hard work of being accountable for a future
[“Pieces of History” (Spring 2021)] as they
free of racism, both systemically and individwere highly influential teachers of mine at
ually. Please, Mr. Blatner, pick up the mantle
PSU from 1967-69. I was also part of a “chain” of that hard work. It is a noble cause. —Rev.
of European sculptural techniques arriving
M. Michael Morse
to Portland through both Littman and his
student Manuel Izquierdo who taught me
I had to laugh at what the Inbox letter writer,
later at the Museum Art School. My parents
Bob Jones, had to say in the Fall 2021 issue
were also of the same wave of immigration
about how the May 1970 PSU student
from Nazi Europe in 1940, so I shared a
strike was all the doing of “a minority of
culture with my teachers. —Joan Rudd ’69
off-campus radical activists who tried to
engage a vulnerable student body” at Portland
INBOX THOUGHTS
State. The PSU Strike, as well as all of the
Charles Blatner’s Inbox letter in the fall issue
many protest marches from campus through
is simply factually incorrect about systemic/
downtown Portland that school year, were

What a thrill to read of the amazing success
of some fellow PSU grads. It makes me
proud! —Dolores Eyler MS ’78
PORTRAITS OF PSU VETERANS

JIM LOMMASSON

Please tell Mr. Pimentel [featured in “Once
a Warrior”] that we have much in common.
I graduated from PSU in 2000. I, too, went
in the Army in 1967 and to Vietnam in
1968, where I was subjected to many rocket
attacks. I disliked the war and the Army,
although now I’m glad I served. I was 100%
service-connected disabled because of my
participation over there. I use both a wheelchair and a walker. I was drafted into the
Army at the Portland Induction Center on
July 5, 1967. When I got out, I surrounded
myself with hippie friends who protested the
SPRING 202 2 //
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COURTESY OF THE OREGONIAN

100% organized by our group of PSU student
activists. This photo [above] clearly shows the
strike leadership—all PSU students—peacefully standing in front of the famous hospital
tent in the Park Blocks across from Smith
Center on the afternoon of May 11, 1970,
just moments before hundreds of Portland
Police officers violently attacked us, sending
30 students to the hospital. We look forward
to our upcoming May 11“50 + 2” ceremony to
be held in the Park Blocks commemorating
the PSU Strike, where we will be able to set
the record straight on all of the actual events
of May, 1970. [See bit.ly/RememberingMay11
for event details.] —Doug Weiskopf ’71
The recent editions of Portland State Magazine brought back a flood of memories, especially the photo of “Mim” McKee [in Inbox].
I was a 23-year-old Marine Corps veteran in
my sophomore year at Portland State College
and flunking out of my pre-med biology
major. I had just left the counseling center

where I was told I could expect to succeed
in any career field except law or medicine.
Luckily, I met an old friend I had not seen
since high school, Jay Sturgill ’67, who had
just graduated with a geology degree. He
introduced me to lab instructor Miriam
McKee. Her love of geology was infectious
and sharing her geology experiences in
Arizona and Alaska led me to become a
geology major, then an exploration geologist,
and then an environmental geologist. Other
classmates with geology careers included
James Basille, Mike Free ’71, Kathy Manning,
Kent Mathiot ’71 and Ruth Simmon ’69.
Oftentimes we gathered at the old Cheerful
Tortoise to socialize. —Mike McCarthy ’70

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!

// P O R T L AND S TAT E MAG A ZINE

Received the latest copy of
@Portland_State Magazine
today. Thanks for the shout out
on the award from @NCSE. As
a proud @PSU_Biology alum,
it means a lot for y’all to be
proud of me too.
—Jason R. Wiles ’99

Send your letters and comments to psumag@
pdx.edu. We reserve the right to determine
the suitability of letters for publication and to
edit them for clarity, accuracy and length.

“We look forward to our upcoming May 11
‘50 + 2’ ceremony to be held in the Park Blocks
commemorating the PSU Strike, where we will
be able to set the record straight.”

4

SEEN ON SOCIAL MEDIA

@portlandstate always
keeping LCP alive much love to
all #friendsofcowpigeon #read
#portlandstatemagazine
#letknowledgeservethecity
—Little Cow Pigeon

faculty voices

Have a question you’d like to ask Portland
State’s faculty? Email psumag@pdx.edu

HOPE FOR THE LONG HAUL
How do you—and how can we—stay hopeful and motivated to
make a difference with climate change?

JENNIFER
ALLEN
Professor in
Environmental and
Natural Resources,
College of Urban and
Public Affairs

ILLUSTRATIONS BY BRE T T FORMAN

TAKING MEANINGFUL action—be that

choosing lower-carbon transportation,
shifting to a lower-carbon diet, or
working to support policy changes to
address climate change—is one of the
best antidotes to discouragement and
despair.
What gives me hope are the actions
already being taken to address climate
change impacts. I am working closely
with others at Portland State to explore
how we can elevate and accelerate PSU’s
work on climate resilience, gathering
information on climate-related research,
education and community partnerships,
and identifying ways we can better
align and coordinate these efforts for
greater impact. The update to PSU’s
2010 Climate Action Plan will center on
equity and integrate a focus on resilience
and adaptation as well as mitigation.
I am also inspired by the dedication
and commitment of PSU’s students, who
are working with other regional schools
and colleges to organize the Youth
Climate Summit scheduled for Earth
Day 2022. Our students don’t need to be
convinced of the urgency of this issue—
they are fully engaged in identifying
actions that can help address climate
impacts.
Faculty, staff and students across
PSU are eager to explore how they can
contribute to climate-focused solutions.
As Will Turner with Conservation
International recently stated, “inaction
[on climate] due to hopelessness is
indefensible. We can still make a
difference, but we must act now.” And
PSU is acting now.

JOHN
PERONA

ANDREW G.
FOUNTAIN

Professor of
Environmental
Biochemistry and Law,
College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences

Professor Emeritus of
Geology and Geography,
College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences

DOOMSDAY NARRATIVES about climate
change are not uncommon because
they appeal to a strand of apocalyptic
thinking in America with adherents on
both left and right sides of the political
spectrum. But this kind of storytelling is
out of sync with reality. What gives me
hope and motivation to address climate
change are the revolution in awareness
and the great strides made in renewable
energy over the past decade.
A dozen years ago, solar panels and
wind farms were a gleam in the eye,
and battery electric vehicles were all
but nonexistent. But in 2009, President
Barack Obama and Congress leveraged
the financial crisis to pass the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act, which
invested large sums to jumpstart the
clean energy economy. The positive
consequences of that investment are all
around us now: 40% of U.S. electricity
is already carbon-free, and automakers
everywhere are racing to claim shares of
the ascendant EV market.
A crucial transformation has occurred
in business and finance. Dirty fuel
operations are becoming uninsurable,
green banks are proliferating and
renewable energy stocks are much
more profitable than their fossil fuel
counterparts. And the voice of the
world’s youth is now irreversibly
activated, most prominently by Greta
Thunberg’s Fridays for Future in Europe
and the Sunrise Movement here. A
great deal of work lies before us to
follow through on these technological
and social breakthroughs, but there
is no question that the fundamental
breakthrough has been achieved.

MY WORK directly faces the effects of
climate change. I study glaciers and how
they respond to climate. From time to
time, I check on the glacier that I first
visited in 1980; it is unrecognizably
smaller. Only recently it dawned on me,
in a visceral way, that perhaps in a few
decades the science of alpine glaciers will
be, more or less, dead.
I understand that the Earth has gone
through climatic changes throughout
its history and that it was probably
covered in ice several times and vacant
of ice several times. So, part of me has
a “whatever” attitude. Sure, humans
are largely causing much of the current
global warming and nature is responding.
But I also understand that humans have
global power to affect climate, water
resources and all ecosystems.
Our influence has been an unconscious
product of our lifestyle activities
multiplied by population size. But we
have agency. We can consciously decide
to change the global climate if we wish
to do so.
The Montreal Protocol of the late
1980s is an example. The protective
layer of ozone in the atmosphere was
shrinking and the polar ozone hole was
enlarging because of increasing human
production of ozone-depleting chemicals.
The Protocol reduced production of
those chemicals and the ozone hole
stopped growing. Collective action can
stop climate warming. Knowing this, I
remain active and positive that we can
make change.

SPRING 202 2 //
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MAKING CAMPUS
MORE WELCOMING
AS PROTESTS SWEPT the nation in 2020

after the murder of George Floyd and
individuals across the campus community
called for more action against racism,
President Stephen Percy made equity and
racial justice his top priority. The decision
was motivated by the local and national
urgency of that summer, but it was also strategically intertwined with his other priorities
of elevating student success and more deeply
engaging with the community.
What’s the vision? Simply the success
of every Portland State University student

and employee—from every background. In
to the United States as children (known as
concrete terms, that means equitable reten“Dreamers” after the 2001 DREAM Act).
tion and advancement toward graduation for Plans for study abroad heritage trips oriented
students, as well as a stable career path and
toward students who identify as Black,
sense of belonging for employees.
Indigenous and people of color (BIPOC) are
also in the works. A new BIPOC Student
Late in 2021, Portland State launched a
Advisory
Council will ensure that initiatives
three-year equity plan and a scorecard to
will
center
student voices and that there is an
track the University’s progress. The work is
open line of communication with University
backed by the $1.5 million Racial Justice
leadership.
Fund, matched by a PSU Foundation fund
and supported by a number of grants from
A new Summer Bridge Scholars program,
the Higher Education Coordinating
put in place last summer, helps students—
Commission and the Association of Public
including those who are the first in their
& Land-Grant Universities.
families to go to college—get familiar with
Early wins are already having an impact on campus and learn skills for successfully
transitioning from high school. To ensure
the student experience. For example, in fall
2021, Portland State launched an initiative to students don’t miss internships and research
opportunities because of financial concerns,
support undocumented immigrants brought

NEWS BY THE NUMBERS
A LEG UP

A new CollegeNET ranking places
Portland State University in the top 10%
nationwide—and No. 1 in Oregon—for
the upward mobility of its low-income
students, as judged by metrics including
graduation rate and early career salary.

No. 1
6
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DESTINATION
OREGON

WAVE POWER

29,304

$4.5 M

COVID-19 lockdowns didn’t deter
people relocating to Oregon. The
state added roughly 29,304 residents
between April 1, 2020, and July 1, 2021,
according to PSU Population Research
Center estimates—an increase over the
year before.

A $4.5 million grant from the U.S.
Department of Energy will fund PSU
researchers’ work on an electromagnetic device that turns ocean waves
into a source of renewable energy
up to 10 times more effectively than
current technology.

Portland State has found more sources of funding for
internship stipends.

The new Basic Needs Hub, opened recently in
Smith Memorial Student Union, makes it easier
for students to find emergency resources when they
need them so they can stay in school (see page 8). To
ensure students navigating housing crises have a safe
place to stay, the PSU Landing at FUMC (fumcpdx.
org/landing)—launched by First United Methodist
Church in partnership with Portland State—now
offers temporary safe-haven housing in the Goose
Hollow neighborhood. Financial support for housing
has also been increased through state funding and
philanthropic gifts.

Student success is also reliant on Portland State’s
staff and faculty reflecting its diverse student population, making it imperative to support and retain
employees of color. Affinity groups—for example, the
Asian, Asian American and Pacific Islander Employee
Resource Group, the Black Faculty/Staff Affinity
Group and the Native Caucus—now proactively reach
out when new hires arrive on campus.

Portland State University’s focus on racial equity
is about more than just doing the right thing. The
University is on the path toward becoming a majority
BIPOC institution. This fall, PSU welcomed its most
racially and ethnically diverse set of new undergraduates ever with a record 48.5% identifying as Asian,
Black, Hispanic, Native American, Pacific Islander or
as more than one race. Creating a sense of belonging
and a pathway to success for all students isn’t some
lofty ideal—it’s a competitive advantage and the key
to PSU’s future. —CHRISTINA WILLIAMS

A NEW EXHIBIT at the Jordan Schnitzer Museum of Art at PSU

showcases the work of 20 Oregon artists exploring themes of
resistance and resilience in response to systemic racism. “Black
Lives Matter—we have all heard these words many, many times—
but what do they mean? How do they affect you? How do we
gain knowledge and understanding of each other?” said Jordan
Schnitzer, local philanthropist and businessman. “The 20 artists in
the exhibition force us, in different ways, to reach into our hearts,
minds and souls to help find answers.” Artists’ contributions were
supported by $2,500 grants. The results span photography, video,
painting, performance, textiles, sculpture, poetry and printmaking.
(Work from artist Latoya Lovely shown here.) See the Black
Lives Matter Artist Grant Exhibition on campus through April
30. Check pdx.edu/museum-of-art for details.

NEIGHBORS
WELCOME

THE BEER’S
ON BRUCE

11

$14,448

Students in 11 Washington
counties bordering Oregon can
now come to PSU for only 10%
above in-state tuition, a big
savings compared to regular
out-of-state tuition.

To coax football fans back to the
stands after a COVID-canceled
season, Coach Bruce Barnum
offered the first beer on him at the
opening home game. His final tab?
$14,448. (Viks won 21-7.)

NITR, ADOBE STOCK

Employees at all levels across the University are
also exploring aspects of justice, equity, diversity
and inclusion, whether through formal training or
informal study groups. Equity goals have been incorporated into everything from performance reviews to
the budgeting process.

SPRING 202 2 //
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NEW BASIC NEEDS
HUB OPENS
in need can now find resources in one place: Portland
State’s Basic Needs Hub. The supports aren’t new, but the
easy access is. “It is very confusing trying to navigate all
the many services PSU offers,” said Lee Phillips ’08 MSW
’10, PSU’s newly hired Basic Needs Navigator. Phillips
was once a first-generation, nontraditional student herself.
Her goal is to make it simple for students to get help, so
they can focus on their studies. The Basic Needs Hub,
which opened in February in Smith Memorial Student
Union, offers a mini food pantry, diapers and sleep care kits,
complete with ear plugs, an eye mask and other essentials.
Phillips connects students to emergency supports like
hardship funds, housing resources, and food assistance on campus—such as the PSU Food
Pantry, meal vouchers and the Free Food Market—as well as to outside benefits from
county, state and federal resources. Funding for the Basic Needs Navigator is supported by
House Bill 2835, which provided funding to Oregon’s public universities and community
colleges to hire navigators to help students access resources. A 2020 report from PSU’s
Homelessness Research and Action Collaborative showed that 45% of PSU students had
experienced housing insecurity in the previous year and 47% had experienced food insecurity in the past month. —KATY SWORDFISK

EDIS JURCYS

WHETHER THEY’RE SHORT on funds or food, students

The Basic Needs Hub in Smith Memorial Student
Union helps students navigate Portland State’s many
services for emergency food, housing and funding.

BIG GUY HITS THE BIG TIME
PROFESSIONAL WRESTLERS might soon need to grapple with a

CRAVEN WHITLOW

lion-sized Viking. Former Portland State offensive lineman John Krahn has signed a
promotional deal with World Wrestling Entertainment (WWE). Krahn stands 7 feet tall
and weighs 400 pounds. By comparison, the average male lion weighs up to 420 pounds,
according to the Zoological Society of London. That also makes Krahn 7 inches
taller (and 140 pounds heavier) than another college football player turned
WWE wrestler—Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson. Though, Krahn is not quite
as imposing as one of the sport’s biggest competitors of all time—André the
Giant, at 7 feet 4 inches tall and 520 pounds. Krahn’s two-year career with
the Vikings came after he gained national notoriety in high
school for dismissing opposing linemen from the
line of scrimmage. New NCAA rules allow
for “name, image and likeness” (NIL) deals
that enable college athletes to receive
payment in exchange for promotional
work. Krahn signed with the WWE
while completing his degree
in criminal justice this March.
The largest player in Portland
State history will travel to the
WWE’s training facility in
Orlando to meet with executives
and discuss opportunities.
—JACK HEFFERNAN
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OREGON’S FIRST SATELLITE LAUNCHES
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AFTER MONTHS and months of research, testing and development, the Portland State
Aerospace Society (PSAS) sent Oregon’s first satellite into space. The interdisciplinary
student group delivered the satellite known as OreSat0 to Seattle-based Spaceflight,
which launched the satellite aboard an Astra Rocket 3.3 from Kodiak, Alaska on March
15. OreSat0 is the first in a series of three satellites designed by PSAS and is just about
the size of a tissue box. The satellite includes solar panels, batteries, a color camera and
an amateur radio system. Andrew Greenberg, electrical and computer engineering
faculty and PSAS Advisor, said OreSat0’s mission is simple: “It’s supposed to not
catch fire in space.” But OreSat0 also gives PSAS a chance to test its open-source
satellite design before building the next iteration. Scheduled to take flight in late 2022
with NASA’s CubeSat Launch Initiative, that satellite will examine cirrus clouds on a
climate science mission. See where OreSat0 is in space right now at bit.ly/viksatellite or
check out its live data feed at bit.ly/vikdata. —KATY SWORDFISK

ELVIS HAS LEFT THE…ATMOSPHERE?

A NEW WAY TO NAVIGATE CAMPUS
PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY is one of the first places in the Pacific Northwest
to be outfitted with GoodMaps, a platform that uses scanning technology to map
buildings in detail, and provide wayfinding for its users via a smartphone app. The
technology, developed by Louisville-based GoodMaps, a startup born out of the
American Printing House for the Blind, is especially useful for blind or visually
impaired users. GoodMaps and Intel began mapping Smith Memorial Student Union
in May 2021. They used Lidar mapping, which is more accurate than GPS and allows
someone—in this case, marketing and communications coordinator Randy Mishler—to
add labels, common-sense descriptions of each room and formal designations that
otherwise wouldn’t be available. Mishler said the entire mapping process took only a
few hours and required a rig resembling a backpack to record the building. Once the
building was added to GoodMaps’ database in December, the labeling process could
begin. Damkerng Mungthanya, a PSU student with a visual impairment, described
using the app like walking with friends. “If we have GoodMaps in every building, every
place, I can travel with confidence that I will go to the right place,” Mungthanya said. “I
will be safe.” —KATY SWORDFISK
SPRING 202 2 //
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ART BY SOFIA ESTRADA FERRY ’20

ROCK AND ROLL legend Elvis Presley “left the building” for the last time in 1977. Now
another Elvis is gearing up to make an exit in 2023, but this time the journey is from
Portland State to the International Space Station. Developed by Jay Nadeau, physics
faculty, and her research group, the ELVIS—or Extreme Life Volumetric Imaging
System—combines a holographic microscope and light-field microscope. Astronauts
on the space station will use ELVIS to watch bacteria swim in three-dimensional
space. “The cool part is they’re going to relay everything live and the astronauts will
show us a video of what they’re doing,” says Nadeau. ELVIS has the potential to
answer some important questions about how being in space changes bacteria. “In theory,
microgravity should not affect bacteria. They’re too small,” says Nadeau. “Yet, starting
with the very earliest experiments on the space station, people have found the bacteria
act very differently when they’ve been exposed to microgravity and that includes things
like salmonella becoming much more dangerous.” These changes can be bad news for
astronauts who suffer from increased intestinal, respiratory and urinary tract infections
in space. Students have been instrumental in developing ELVIS and will help work out
the logistics that will make the microscope operational. —SUMMER ALLEN

park blocks
3 ALUMNI PODCASTS WORTH A LISTEN

1

“You’re Wrong About,” hosted by Sarah Marshall ’10 MFA ’12 MA ’13, is a bi-weekly podcast dedicated to taking a fresh look at people, events and phenomena—from Tonya Harding to the McDonald’s
hot coffee case—that have been “miscast in the public imagination.” Since it began in 2018, it’s received
rave reviews from publications including The New Yorker and Time Magazine. Variety named it (and the
next podcast in this list) as one of the 20 best podcasts of 2021.
Listen at: yourewrongabout.com

2

“Between the Covers,” hosted by David Naimon MFA ’19 and brought to you by Portland-based
publishers Tin House, offers in-depth conversations with fiction, nonfiction and poetry writers about
their newest works. Naimon interviews both heavy hitters and debut novelists in these often two-hour-plus
long talks. In addition to being named to Variety’s list, “Between the Covers” also made The Guardian’s 10
Best Book Podcasts list and Book Riot’s 15 Outstanding Podcasts for Book Lovers.
Listen at: tinhouse.com/podcasts

3

“Kick Ass Oregon History,” hosted by Doug Kenck-Crispin ’09 MA ’16, offers short, punchy (and
sometimes NSFW) anecdotes from Oregon history, from the story of the roughly 9,000 “balloon
bombs” Japan sent aloft toward the West coast for six months between 1944 and 1945 to the unusual
history behind why The Dalles has a paucity of salad bars. Spoiler alert: it involves a 1984 food-poisoning
plot by followers of Baghwan Shree Rajneesh to incapacitate the city’s voters.
Listen at: orhistory.com —SCHOLLE McFARLAND

MAKING ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE SMARTER
AN INFANT’S BRAIN is able to gradually learn and adapt, often more easily than an adult brain.

PINKE YES, ADOBE STOCK

For example, research shows that before adolescence, children are able to pick up languages much
faster than adults. Portland State’s Christof Teuscher, engineering and computer science faculty,
uses this same analogy to describe new artificial intelligence (AI) technology he helped develop.
Current systems suffer from what’s known as catastrophic forgetting. When an existing system is
programmed to learn something new, it forgets what it had already learned, forcing the system to
essentially start from scratch. “What we developed as a breakthrough in AI technology is a novel
type of device and approach to build systems that can be completely changed and reconfigured on
the fly for different applications. We can, for example, create neurons on synapses on demand, as the
system needs to learn new things,” Teuscher said. “This opens up avenues for AI technology that
continuously learns, grows as needed, and gradually improves, something that current AI systems
simply can’t do.” —KATY SWORDFISK

INSTAWORTHY PSU
Here are some of our favorite PSU
Instagram photos from the past few
months. Tag us with #portlandstate,
#portlandstatealumni, or #proudviks.

LEFT:
Students soaked up a whole lot of llama love
during midterm stress relief activities in Smith
Ballroom.
CENTER:
Our ever-exuberant women’s volleyball team
celebrated after a come-from-behind win over
top-ranked Weber State.
RIGHT:
The Simon Benson House was illuminated with
projected art for the Winter Lights Festival.
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THANK
YOU!

ALUMNI HELPED MAKE OUR
OPEN F OR FALL . OPEN F OR ALL .
RE T URN TO CAMPUS A SUCCESS.

4,208

NEW UNDERGRAD STUDENTS

58% TRANSFERS

42% FIRST YEARS

80% FROM OREGON

5% INTERNATIONAL

research

PRECARIOUS PARENTHOOD
Portland State researchers investigate how to support
the most vulnerable parents
WHEN ROBERTA HUNTE, social work faculty, talks to Black
people who have given birth she hears about painful and alienating
experiences with healthcare providers and worries about deliveries.
“That was one of my biggest fears,” one woman told her. “You
know, dying while giving birth.”
Hunte is one of a slate of Portland State researchers working to
identify factors—from racism to inadequate parental leave—that
can make pregnancy, birth and parenting extra tough—and what
can be done about it. Together these researchers highlight how
tackling hard societal issues like structural racism, parental leave,
child care and affordable housing may help pull the most vulnerable parents away from the brink and set up the next generation for
a thriving future.
HUNTE and fellow social work faculty member Susanne Klawetter

are examining the Healthy Birth Initiatives (HBI), a Multnomah
County home-visit program that provides individualized care to
Black families during pregnancy and for 18 months after birth.
If you’re Black in the United States, delivering a child is a
dangerous proposition. According to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, Black women are three times more likely
to die from pregnancy-related causes than white women—a gap
that widens with age and education.
“What is incredibly important to note about HBI is that it is a
program of Black birth workers. I think that’s its key intervention,”
says Hunte, who was also a participant in the program. “It’s run
by Black people, it’s for Black people, and it is engaging with the
broader medical system and asking it to be better.”
The study found that racism-related stress was a chronic experience for participants with a direct impact on their parenting. In
focus groups, they described traumatic birth experiences, struggles
paying for housing and worries about the safety of their children
in school and around police. As a result, the program focuses on
well-being within and beyond medical appointments, offering
conversation, transportation, child care, housing assistance and
even intervening if Child Protective Services gets involved.
Data shows the approach is working. Black mothers who go
through the program are less likely to encounter unexpected health
complications following delivery than Portland mothers of any
other racial group.

KLAWETTER is also researching how to support parents with
SE VENT YFOUR , ADOBE STOCK

children in the neonatal intensive care unit, or NICU, which she
experienced first-hand when her triplets were born 15 years ago.
Roughly 10-15% of babies require this high level of medical
care after birth. Their parents often deal with multiple additional
stressors—from caring for older children to juggling jobs so they
can maintain employment and housing—and show increased rates
of depression, anxiety and post-traumatic disorder.
Klawetter has identified several ways to better support them, for
example by screening for depression and anxiety throughout their
babies’ NICU stay and at discharge. But there’s one intervention
the healthcare system alone can’t provide, Klawetter says.
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“We have great evidence from all around
the world for decades that shows us that
having a parent present in the neonatal
intensive care unit is a driver for positive
outcomes; babies need their parents in
the NICU,” says Klawetter. To make that
possible, she says, parents need paid leave.
JULIA GOODMAN, OHSU-PSU School

of Public Health faculty, studies family
leave policies that could make a difference
when NICU and other working parents face
difficult times.
She and colleagues Dawn Richardson and
David Hurtado looked at the effects of a
Multnomah County policy started in 2015
to provide employees six weeks of fully paid
parental leave. The researchers found that
while the new program did not dramatically
change the amount of leave mothers took, it
definitely improved their finances. For dads,
the policy actually increased their leave.
In 2019, Oregon passed one of the most
far-reaching paid family and medical leave
policies in the nation, set to begin September 2023, which will provide 12 weeks of full
pay for low-wage workers.
That’s progress, Goodman says, but to see
many health benefits for babies and parents,
“We need to be thinking more like six
months of leave.”
Still, the pandemic has opened many
people’s eyes to the importance of both
sick leave and paid family leave. “There’s a

SEEING SCIENCE:

“Having a parent present in the neonatal intensive
care unit is a driver for positive outcomes; babies
need their parents in the NICU.”
growing recognition that these are really
important issues and that we need structural
solutions,” she says.
MELISSA THOMPSON, sociology faculty,

and Summer Newell MPH ’05 PhD ’18
have been examining another precarious
juncture for mothers—the return from
incarceration.
For their 2021 book Motherhood after
Incarceration, they interviewed 39 mothers
in the Portland area. While women are more
likely to have been in an active parenting
role prior to their incarceration than men,
there’s little research about them.
Many grappled with intense guilt and
anxiety and were eager to reunite with their
children. “That’s what’s motivating them,
that’s what’s driving them forward,” says
Thompson.
But to regain custody, they often had to
prove to the Department of Human Services
and their probation or parole officers that
they were ready. That meant finding not
only a job, but also a safe place to live. With
affordable housing scarce in Portland, this
proved difficult.

Breathe Easier

Wildfires are increasing in size and intensity across

the Western United States and with them come a new
seasonal threat: smoke. The hazardous gases and
particulate matter set aloft by large fires pose health
risks, particularly for those with cardiovascular and
pulmonary diseases. But how can you protect yourself

The stress of jumping through these hoops
helps explain one of the key findings in the
book: Mothers who regained custody of
their children right away tended to do worse.
“In the long term, generally getting
custody was good for these women,” says
Thompson. “In the short term, it was an
added stressor.”
Thompson and Newell’s research points to
resources that could help ease this transition,
including child care, employers willing to
hire people with felony records, housing
assistance, and accessible mental health and
substance use treatment.
Though this could prove expensive,
Thompson says, “Especially when it comes
to things like crime and criminal justice, we
would actually be saving money by intervening more now and saving ourselves some
pain, agony and money in the future.”
“The more we head off these problems,
the less likely we will be to see the cyclical
nature of crime and incarceration,” she says,
noting that children with a parent who goes
to prison are significantly more likely to
eventually end up in prison themselves.
—SUMMER ALLEN

Text by Shaun McGillis MFA ‘11 | Illustration by Colin Hayes

when commercial air filters and cleaners are in
short supply? A team of three Portland State
mechanical and materials engineering students and
alumni, advised by faculty member Elliott Gall, came
up with a solution that won $10,000 and the
Environmental Protection Agency’s 2021 Cleaner

Indoor Air During Wildfires Challenge. Their
device—dubbed “the Cocoon”—uses materials found
around the house or easily purchased for less than
$45. “The design was intentionally simple,” said
student Warren Gunn. “We wanted it to be low-cost,
simple to make and use, and accessible to everyone.”

Box Fan:

A standard 20-inch
box fan does the trick.

Fastener:

During the competition, Matthew Moore ‘20
and students Gunn and Brett Stinson used a
ratchet strap (available from hardware
stores) to tightly seal the fabric’s edge to the
fan. They’ve also had success in the lab
using daisy-chained zip-ties.

Results:

Competition field
testing showed
the Cocoon
accomplished a clean
air delivery rate of 125
cubic feet per minute
of particle-free air,
equivalent or greater
to many commercially
available room-scale
air cleaners.

Washable fabric tube:

They created a 4-foot-long tube with a
20-inch diameter by sewing together a
length of cotton batting (with help from
Gall’s mother-in-law). They’re testing a
range of fabrics now to see if some might
capture particulates even more effectively.

Rubber bands:

The team folded the far
end and secured it with
rubber bands to create the
closed part of the “sock.”
SPRING 202 2 //
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OPERA RETURNS
Silenced by the pandemic for two years,
Portland State Opera sings again

IN EARLY MARCH 2020, the cast of Portland State

“Though students experienced
a roller coaster of anticipation,
disappointment and delay, they
came back ready to take the stage.”

SO-MIN KANG

Opera’s production of Otto Nicolai’s “The Merry Wives
of Windsor” was deep in music rehearsals, preparing for
an April opening. Students were thrilled to be a part of a
fully staged opera—a high point of their academic careers.
Then came the COVID-19 pandemic, which brought the
production to a swift halt on March 13, 2020. The cancellation came as a blow.
“To be honest, it was really crushing,” recalls Reid
Duhrkoop, a senior playing the role of Fenton. “There were
so many hours of practicing and rehearsal that we had put in,
and in a matter of a few hours one day, it was all gone. I think
out of frustration, I actually threw away my music, because it
was hard to look at.”
Like so many, the students found it to be a bewildering time.
“I was disappointed because I had worked so hard on the
role and felt like I was finally finding my footing when the
show got shut down,” says Ava Price, a master’s student in
vocal performance playing Meg Page.
After the cancellation, classes in the School of Music and
Theater continued online, with instructors meeting with
vocal students via Zoom—not an ideal method for teaching
such a physical art.
“One of the things I work hardest on in my lessons is
my posture,” Price says, “and to not have my professor
physically present to correct it was very difficult.”
Practicing opera at home presented other challenges,
too, like worries that full-throated singing might disturb
the neighbors.
But PSU’s return to in-person classes in fall 2021
paved the way for a triumphant reboot of “The Merry
Wives of Windsor” in April 2022, with some unexpected benefits.
“Despite its various challenges and disappointments, the hiatus has allowed many of our singers
to grow into their roles,” says Harry Baechtel, voice
area coordinator. For example, the role of Falstaff
was originally assigned to professional opera singer
Richard Zeller in 2020, but two years later, student
Wyatt Jackson—a bass-baritone who shares the
role with John Gladen—had developed enough

SO-MIN KANG

In this Shakespearean
comedy, a middle-aged
knight (played by John
Gladen), tries to improve
his financial situation
by courting two married
women at once (Taylor
Hulett, at left, and Ava
Price, at right). The
ladies decide to teach
him a lesson, setting off
a series of high jinks.

vocal maturity to pull off the role. Other students, including Duhrkoop and Price, are
also better positioned for success, he says. “Our audiences will get to hear the fruits of
their patience and diligent work.”
Though students experienced a roller coaster of anticipation, disappointment
and delay, they came back ready to take the stage. “We have a truly fantastic, eager,
talented and resilient group of singers in this cast,” Baechtel says.
Under the direction of William Mouat, the PSU production promises to be a funfilled romp. Set in the Elizabethan era, it unfolds over one full day. “The moon will set
and the sun will rise at the very beginning of the show,” Baechtel says. “The audience
will be able to follow its progressive track back to the same position by the end.”
The comedy leans not only on Shakespeare’s brilliant story, but also on the
immensely entertaining Italian comedic tradition of commedia dell’arte, featuring
a familiar set of archetypal characters and stock scenarios—the late-Renaissance
equivalent of the sitcom. Audiences can expect broad physical comedy, hilarious
misunderstandings and romance.
Beyond the current production, big changes are afoot with the PSU program
itself. After 15 years of building the acclaimed opera program known for
giving undergraduate students performance opportunities in fully staged
productions—a rarity in collegiate opera programs—Christine
Meadows ’83, voice and opera program director, retired in 2021.
Her retirement is bittersweet, Baechtel says. The sweet part is her
ongoing mentoring of students, including those preparing for their
“Merry Wives” roles. Many of them started the production with her
before it was canceled. “We are so grateful that she continues to be such
a wonderful colleague and that she has left the program in a better
place than she found it,” he says. The production leadership, artistic
team and performers have approached “The Merry Wives of Windsor”
as a labor of love to bring Meadows’ last opera at PSU to completion.
At press time, the search for her replacement was nearing an end.
“There are many challenges ahead, but we seek to move the needle in
terms of equity and inclusion in this art form,” Baechtel says. Changes
in curriculum intend to elevate the work of Black, Indigenous, and other
people of color, as well as women. The program is also collaborating with
PSU’s Queer Opera and bringing in diverse scholars and performers. “PSU
Opera is invested in committing our hearts, minds and hard work toward
finding a thoughtful balance as we pass on this genre to our students and
future audiences,” he says.
Portland State Opera’s production of “The Merry Wives of Windsor” runs
April 22 through May 1. Get tickets at pdx.edu/music-theater/merrywives.
—KAREN O’DONNELL STEIN

EVENTS
CORPOREAL GESTURES
APRIL 4-29
PDX.EDU/ARCHITECTURE/EVENTS/
CORPOREAL-GESTURES

In this exhibition organized by Clive Knights,
architecture faculty and collage artists from
around the world respond to a series of “muses”
related to the shared human experience of
living in a physical body: breathing, nourishing,
sleeping, procreating, communicating and more.

“NO EXIT” BY JEAN-PAUL SARTRE
MAY 19-28
PDX.EDU/MUSIC-THEATER/NO-EXIT

The School of Music and Theater presents “No
Exit,” Jean-Paul Sartre’s existentialist drama in
which three deceased characters are locked
together in a room, forced to confront their life
choices and each other’s judgment for eternity.

MFA/BFA SHOWCASE
MAY 24-JUNE 11
(WITH RECEPTION MAY 26, 5-7 P.M.)
PDX.EDU/ART-DESIGN/EVENTS/MFA-BFA

Join the School of Art + Design in celebrating
the work of graduating students in the MFA
Contemporary Art Practice (Studio Practice
and Art + Social Practice) and BFA Art Practice
areas in this exhibition at the Jordan Schnitzer
Museum of Art at PSU.

PSU FILM SPRING SHOWCASE
STARTING JUNE 3
PSUFILMSPRINGSHOWCASE.COM

The School of Film’s online showcase features
award-winning student films and essays from
the past year and a portfolio show where
soon-to-be-graduates present themselves
as emerging professionals to friends, family,
alumni and the media industry.

AN EVENING WITH JIMMIE HERROD,
GEORGE COLLIGAN AND PSU JAZZ
JUNE 6
PDX.EDU/MUSIC-THEATER/HERROD

Vocalist and composer Jimmie Herrod MM ’16,
“America’s Got Talent” finalist and 2021 Simon
Benson Award recipient, will perform jazz
standards and original compositions with a
quartet featuring George Colligan, jazz faculty,
on piano. The PSU Jazz Band will open the
evening with selections from the jazz repertoire.
SPRING 202 2 //
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SOMETHING TO PROVE
After a hard start, a record-breaking runner
finds his way

SO-MIN KANG

BY THE TIME Josh Snyder broke the Portland State
3,000-meter steeplechase record, he’d already
mastered the art of clearing barriers.
In April 2021, the senior broke the 39-year-old
school record and then quickly broke it again, ultimately clocking a time of 8:56.64 at the Oregon
Relays. Long before that, he navigated a turbulent
childhood.
Snyder’s biological father left the family before
he was born. His mother remarried, but substance
addiction coupled with physical and emotional abuse
took a toll on the family.
His step-grandmother, Byrl Hammons, took
on the unofficial role of guardian for him and his
five siblings, and the family moved from Nevada
to Bandon when Snyder was 10 years old. Several
years after they arrived at the small, coastal Oregon
city, Hammons applied for custody of Snyder and
his siblings, and she eventually adopted them when
Snyder was 17.
“I just gave him the guidance and the love that he
needed and believed in him,” Hammons said.
Though they had entered the foster care system,
Synder and his siblings were under the supervision
of a family member. Snyder said he considers himself
relatively lucky because it would have been “just as
easy” for Hammons to contact the Department of
Human Services and have the state find a home for
him and his siblings.
But it was a painful experience, Snyder said, recalling a court hearing that offered his biological parents
a final chance to retain parental status.
Neither of them attended.
“It was super hurtful,” Snyder said. “It makes you
feel, like, not really loved or not wanted. And so, I
think that one of the things that has developed in me
over time now is that I have this motivation of always
trying to prove myself even if I don’t have to.”
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SNYDER’S ATHLETIC prospects became apparent in
his sophomore year of high school, when his 5,000meter time improved by nearly a minute to 16:20. In
track and cross country, he’d found a place where
he belonged.
“He was struggling as a young guy to find a way,
who he was, what he believed in,” said Brent Hutton,
the Bandon High School track coach. “He really
found a group that he meshed with, and it really sent
his life in a different direction than it would have
gone.”
Snyder grew close to Hutton and his son, Hunter,
a teammate.“It took a while for Josh to have that
kind of trust for people who really care for him,” said
Hunter Hutton, now a distance runner at Western

Josh Snyder beat the 39-year-old
school record for men’s 3,000-meter
steeplechase during this race at the
Hayward Premiere on April 2, 2021.

Oregon University. “You can’t really
replace parents that care for you. That’s
kind of the role that my family stepped
into unknowingly.”
The role was perhaps never clearer than
when Snyder, after consultation with
Hammons, lived with the Huttons for a
year. He accepted the responsibilities, like
chores; the experiences, such as a family
trip to eastern Oregon; and the opportunities for personal growth, such
as the weekly family attendance at
Christian services. “Our house was a safe
place,” Brent Hutton said.
Meanwhile, Snyder continued to
improve, setting the high school’s record
in the steeplechase.
Before deciding to attend PSU, Snyder
met with his future college teammates

needed to encourage Snyder to not push
his body too much.
“He’ll run through a brick wall for you
if he knows you have his best interests at
heart,” Seitz said. “He is one of the most
stubborn athletes I’ve ever coached, and I
say that in a good way.”
COVID-19 nixed the following spring
season, meaning Snyder’s chance for
redemption wouldn’t come until his junior
year. Seitz said he maintained his training
routine until he saw the track again.
In his first season back, Snyder broke
the record. Twice named to the Academic
All-Big Sky list, Snyder currently ranks in
the top ten of five other all-time school
distance records.
“Everything that I do in life, I have a
different determination to kind of prove

“He’ll run through a brick wall for you if he
knows you have his best interests at heart.”
and quickly jibed with them. Snyder said
goofing around with his teammates after
practice has been one of the best parts
about running collegiate track.
“We can just go around and be our
dumb, young 21-year-old selves,” Snyder
said.

our parents wrong,” Snyder said. “There’s
times where I definitely push harder than
I should be, just because I always feel like
I have something to prove.”
Snyder added, though, that his teammates and coaches at PSU have created a
welcoming home for him, much like what
he had with Hammons, the Huttons and
SNYDER’S PSU career began with a thud.
his Bandon High teammates.
Leading by 70 meters in an outdoor
“Seitz, and the team, the guys have been
steeplechase event his freshman year in
really good at encouraging me,” he said.
2019, Snyder stepped on a shoelace before “I’ve shown that I do belong here, and
reaching the third barrier. His head hit
that’s not something that I have to
the barrier and it knocked him out.
do anymore.”
With a concussion, Snyder was disSnyder won’t compete in the outdoor
qualified from the race. His time in the
track season this spring, but will be
concussion protocol put a hold on his
“helping the team in any way that I can,”
goals until the following season.
he said.
Portland State Track and Field
After graduation, he plans to join the
Assistant Coach Josh Seitz, who coaches
Army with the goal of becoming a Green
distance runners, said coaches have
Beret. —JACK HEFFERNAN

WITH DAVIS
ALEXANDER

interviewed by Jack Heffernan

Davis Alexander ’21, one of the greatest
quarterbacks in school history, recently
finished his career at Portland State ranked
second in virtually every passing statistic
behind the legendary Neil Lomax ’82, who
was selected for two NFL Pro Bowl teams.
Alexander signed with the Canadian Football League’s Montreal Alouettes, which
begin the regular season June 9. Portland
State Magazine caught up with Alexander as
he prepared for his new life as a professonial
athlete. Questions and responses have been
edited for clarity and brevity.

Has it hit you yet that your career here is over?
Yeah, but I still do have a lot of friends on the
team. They’re going through their training right
now back at Portland State, you know, all the stuff
that I did for five years. That was a little weird.
That was the final mark of, ‘You’re done with it.’
But I do stay in contact with the coaches and stuff,
so I don’t completely feel out of it. Those were
definitely some of the most fun years of my life.
What went through your mind as you signed
the deal with the Alouettes?
It felt like a dream come true. I’ve been playing
football since I was 6 years old, and it’s
everything I could ask for. It just made me feel
like the work that I’ve put out over the past
couple of years was being made into something.
What are some of your goals?
Obviously I want to make the team. Just
because you sign doesn’t mean
you made the team. I want to
make a career out there in
Canada, and eventually
maybe take over [the
starting quarterback job].
They have a depth chart
and there’s a process, but
I just want to make the team
and contribute.
SPRING 202 2 //
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by Shelby Oppel Wood
illustrations by Shaw Nielsen

LONG BEFORE he enrolled at
Portland State, Brett Stinson wanted to do
something about climate change. He just
wasn’t sure how.
At PSU, he discovered research. He joined
a study to determine the best plants for
green roofs, which moderate heat in cities
and reduce building energy use. He analyzed
data that Elliott Gall, engineering faculty,
collected while examining air quality inside
Portland’s Harriet Tubman Middle School,
which sits just above Interstate 5 wrapped in
gasoline and diesel fumes.
Then something happened that shifted
Stinson’s climate focus into even higher
gear. During the devastating Oregon
wildfires of 2020, smoke from the burning
forests covered Portland for more than a
week, pushing in through the cracks of
his apartment. His head aching, Stinson

struggled to seal the leaks or find an air filter
to purchase.
“I had a wake-up call in that moment.
And now, everything that I’m doing, I’m
doing because it feels urgent,” says Stinson,
a senior studying mechanical engineering
who is a research assistant in Gall’s Healthy
Buildings Research Laboratory. He’s part of
a team, advised by Gall, that recently won a
federal contest for its low-cost do-it-yourself
solution to cleaning indoor air during
wildfires. (See how they did it on p. 13.)
Given the state of the planet, “It would
almost feel like a waste of my education to
not do something that is applicable, that
will help people and is for the greater good,”
Stinson says. “To make the planet livable for
future generations—as lofty as that sounds,
it’s the only thing that matters at the end of
the day. I’m just glad to be part of it.”
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The urgency Stinson feels is taking hold across PSU, as the University’s longstanding commitment to the climate enters a new, more
pressing phase.
In one sense, PSU has been taking action on climate issues for years.
Many of Oregon’s environmental problem solvers got their starts here
(see “Green Roots” on p. 27); questions of how to make our society
sustainable have long been woven into teaching, research and operations, spurred on by a $25 million challenge grant from the James
F. and Marion L. Miller Foundation in 2008; and campus itself has
made great strides toward easing its impact on the planet (see “The
Living Laboratory” on p. 22).
But now, as Stinson’s experience reflects, something different is
brewing. Extreme weather events, driven or exacerbated by rising
global temperatures, are hitting the Northwest with greater frequency,
from massive wildfires to deadly, record-breaking heat waves, like the
one that saw Portland reach 116 degrees last summer—hotter even
than cities like Dallas, Texas, or Orlando, Florida, have ever been.
“Climate change has gone from something in the future to something that’s happening right now,” says Jennifer Allen, environmental
and natural resource policy faculty. “This is a focusing moment.”
At the beginning of this school year, President Stephen Percy called
for a renewed university-wide focus on climate change. And as students and campus leaders grapple with how to translate the urgency
into action, a theme is emerging: The need for new, transformative
connections—between PSU and communities outside of campus,
especially those that have been harmed and shut out of decisions
for generations; among researchers across PSU’s many schools and
colleges; and between students and the knowledge they need to live in
and sustain a warming world.
CONNECTING WITH COMMUNITIES
Even at an urban university with a mission to serve the city, the
tendency is to first come up with the brilliant ideas, and then spread
them beyond the campus. “If we fly in and do our own thing, we are
narrowing our potential from the beginning,” says Fletcher Beaudoin,
director of PSU’s Institute for Sustainable Solutions. “When we flip
that script and start with what the community needs, I think we can
actually be more significant partners in change.”

What gives you

HOPE?

“I’m hopeful about the approaches that people
are suggesting that go beyond collaboration to
sharing diverse perspectives on how we can
create a groundswell of changes on multiple
levels—individual, community, national, global."
—Jola Ajibade, assistant
professor of geography
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An example of flipping the script is the Institute’s partnership with
the city of Portland, Beaudoin says. Through years of projects with city
officials and hearing their concerns, researchers learned that separate
bureaus—each responsible for different infrastructure, from roads to
sewer pipes to bridges—needed to build capacity for a coordinated
response after a severe flood, landslide or earthquake. Each bureau
manages assets that the others rely on. For example, to restore safe
drinking water, the water bureau needs the transportation bureau to
keep roads passable, so workers can reach and repair critical pump and
pipe networks. If bureaus could plan how to respond together after a
disaster, residents might face less time without basic services, making
recovery quicker. To tackle this issue, faculty, staff and students
designed workshops with city officials to help them develop tools
and strategies to make coordination easier—and ultimately, to make
Portland more resilient.

“Climate change has gone from
something in the future to something
that’s happening right now.”
Instead of PSU sweeping in to tell officials which climate-related
problems they should address, “We really tried to be responsive to this
foundational challenge they faced around collaboration and coordination across bureaus. Then, as a university, we came in with research
and student engagement to respond to that core challenge,” Beaudoin
says.
Another way PSU is connecting with communities is through
research that helps to reveal why some face greater climate-related
harms than others. For example, research by Vivek Shandas helps
illuminate how discriminatory policies of the past put low-income,
Black and Latino communities at increased risk from climate change
impacts today.

“There is nothing more inspiring
and hope-inducing than our students. Period, full stop.... Students
bring much more bold and progressive insights to this work. And
that makes me feel like we aren’t
so stalled or stuck in the old or
slowly incremental ways of doing
things.”
—Jenny McNamara, Campus
Sustainability Director

CITY HEAT
Scorching temperatures like Portland saw last
summer don’t affect every neighborhood the
same way. In the 1930s, the federal government
rated city neighborhoods from A (the best) to D
(worst, or “redlined”) to help mortgage lenders
assess which were the riskiest investments, with
ratings determined by what racial and ethnic
groups lived there. Research by Vivek Shandas,
geography faculty, shows that formerly redlined
neighborhoods are almost always the hottest. Of
the 108 cities he studied, Portland showed the
biggest range of temperatures, with neighborhoods
differing by nearly 18 degrees. Understanding
this connection between past policy and current
climate effects could lead to more effective
mitigation efforts.

Shandas, geography faculty, and his students have spent years
driving vehicles equipped with highly sensitive thermometers
around city streets to map urban heat islands. His research showed
that extreme heat doesn’t affect everyone equally. In Portland,
researchers found an almost 18-degree difference in temperatures
between neighborhoods (see above). That difference can be deadly.
More than sixty people died during last year’s heat wave in Portland alone.
After collecting data around the country, Shandas and his
co-researchers realized a pattern had emerged on their maps, and it

“We have a bunch of knowledge to
be able to provide hope to people;
to say, ‘Hey, the world is not going
to burn down. We got it. We can do
this. But it’s going to take a team
effort from a lot of different sectors
to provide stability.’"
—Karelly Ramirez Gonzalez
undergraduate student

was one that looked familiar. The hottest neighborhoods in 94% of
the 108 U.S. cities they studied were ones that had been “redlined”
in the mid-20th century, or subject to racist housing policies that
denied residents in segregated neighborhoods access to federally
backed mortgages and other credit.
Far from being a thing of the past, the data showed that those
policies—banned by the Fair Housing Act of 1968—still affect the
often low-income, Black and Latino residents who live in the same
neighborhoods today. Compared to whiter, more affluent areas, redlined neighborhoods benefited from fewer municipal investments
in trees, parks and transportation that provide “cooling services.”
The inequity compounded over decades and today makes residents
of formerly redlined areas more vulnerable during heat waves.
Jola Ajibade, geography faculty, is building on Shandas’ findings
with research that looks at how efforts to address the inequitable
distribution of trees in Portland can benefit residents—without

“An electric car company being more valuable than
Exxon; massive investment from the federal government in things like wildland fire prevention, clean
energy and more; and movement across sectors to
jointly address issues of equity, injustice and the

climate crisis. These [signs] alone are not enough,
but show a shift in the right direction."
—Fletcher Beaudoin, director of PSU’s
Institute for Sustainable Solutions
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CENTERING TRANSIT

1

CIRCULATING
COMFORT

The “Campus Loop” is a
network of underground
pipes that continuously
runs steam and chilled
water from centralized
boilers and chillers to
efficiently heat and cool 15
large buildings on campus.

With the streetcar passing
diagonally through the plaza,
numerous bus stops and three
light rail lines, the Urban Plaza
is one of the busiest transit hubs
in the state. More than 40% of
all student and employee trips to
campus are made by transit.

5
4

2
3

RENEWABLE SOURCES

6

Starting this summer, PSU will draw 22% of its
total electricity from renewable sources through
Portland General Electric’s new Green Future
Impact program. (Even the elliptical machines in
Campus Rec generate electricity!)

7

BIKE BOOSTERS

8

GREEN HEART: The heart of PSU is the Park

Blocks, owned by Portland Parks and Recreation. On
Saturdays since 1996, PSU Farmers Market vendors
have helped build a sustainable local food system
while musicians play for passersby.

PSU’s Bike Hub offers PSU bike
commuters free or low-cost
access to tools and expertise for
maintaining their bikes. Since 2011,
PSU has been ranked as a Platinum
Bicycle Friendly University.

10

9
AFFORDABLE WHEELS

Nike’s Biketown has 10 bike share
stations on campus, offering free
electric bike sharing to students on
financial aid and a $20 per month
credit toward bike sharing for
students who don’t qualify for aid.

LOW FLOW

Since 2016, PSU has seen a 16%
reduction in water use across
campus after installing low-flow
fixtures and upgrading irrigation
programs. The Academic &
Student Recreation Center’s
toilets flush with rainwater
collected from the roof.

BEE CAMPUS USA

The Campus Apiary, started as a
student project in 2016 and now
staffed by the Student Sustainability
Center, holds two hives with as
many as 100,000 honey bees. PSU
was the tenth “Bee Campus USA”
campus in the nation.
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MAPPING ON-CAMPUS CLIMATE EFFORTS
Portland State’s 50-acre urban campus is a vibrant, living laboratory modeling
sustainability not only for the campus community, but also for the city, region
and beyond. In 2010, campus leaders committed to changes that would make
PSU’s operations carbon-neutral by 2040. Today, PSU uses 24% less total electricity than it did a decade ago and nearly 9% less per student, staff and faculty
member. A detailed sustainability dashboard tracks improvements, providing
the community with proof of progress and reason to hope that more can be
achieved (pdx.edu/sustainability/sustainability-dashboard). As a result of this
work, PSU is consistently ranked as one of the top 50 sustainable colleges in
the U.S. by Princeton Review’s Guide to Green Colleges and the Sierra Club’s
Cool Schools. Here’s just a sampling of what makes our campus green.

1. LEED LEADER

6. REDUCING RUNOFF

2. RECLAIMING PAVEMENT

7. SUN POWER

PSU is committed to no less than an LEED Gold rating
for all new construction and major renovations.
Currently, 17 campus buildings are LEED certified
and three—the Karl Miller Center, Lincoln Hall and
Robertson Life Sciences Building—have a Platinum
rating, the highest available. LEED, or Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design, is the most widely
used green building rating system in the world.

A colorful student street mural is the newest addition
to the one-block Montgomery Plaza, closed to traffic
since 2019. The plaza is part of the award-winning
Montgomery Green Street project, a collaboration
between PSU, the City of Portland, and private
developers, demonstrating innovative ways to
manage stormwater while developing a 13-block
corridor more welcoming for bikes and pedestrians.

3. EMBRACING REUSE

PSU’s reuse programs divert materials from landfills
and help community members save money. At the
ReUse Room in Cramer Hall, students and employees
select what they need for free from donated surplus
office, school and home supplies. That includes water
bottles and mugs (forgotten all over campus) that are
collected, washed and rehomed.

4. EFFICIENT ILLUMINATION

All new campus lighting and all parking garages use
energy-efficient LED bulbs, and all others are being
transitioned. LEDs use about 90% less energy and last
up to 25 times longer than traditional bulbs, according
to the U.S. Department of Energy. PSU uses occupancy
sensors for stairwells, classrooms and other areas
where people come and go to dim or switch off lights
when the area is unoccupied.

5. SEED SAVERS

At PSU since 2011, the Rae Selling Berry Seed Bank and
Plant Conservation Program is the country’s first seed
bank dedicated exclusively to rare and endangered
plants. Its goal is to safeguard the survival of native
plant species so they can be used for ecological
restoration efforts and rare plant research.

To support healthy streams and rivers, PSU employs
a wide variety of stormwater management practices,
including rainwater harvesting, bioswales, rainwater
planters, permeable pavers and eco-roofs that
decrease and filter stormwater runoff. Eight campus
buildings and several smaller structures support ecoroofs. The newest, on the Vanport Building, covers
nearly two-thirds of the roof.

Six campus solar photovoltaic arrays draw power
from the sun. The three biggest are on the Millar
Library, Lincoln Hall and Vanport Building; another
two top Cramer Hall and the Science Research and
Teaching Center. There’s also a small array on the
Academic & Student Recreation Center.

8. RECYCLED TURF

Stott Community Field may look like ordinary grass,
but it’s made of 20,000 recycled tires. It requires
no chemical fertilizers and reduces PSU’s carbon
footprint by eliminating the need for fuel-powered
maintenance.

9. COMMUNITY FOOD

Volunteers from the Student Sustainability Center
care for more than 30 species of fruit trees in the
Community Orchard. Harvests are donated to the PSU
Food Pantry.

10. TREE VITALITY

The aging Norway maples lining six blocks of
Southwest Broadway Street are gradually being
replaced with a variety of tree species, thanks to
PSU’s Broadway Arboretum Project. Its goal is to
increase tree diversity, provide research opportunities,
pilot enhanced tree care techniques, and evaluate
which species show climate change resilience. PSU
has been recognized as a Tree Campus USA six years
in a row for its work preserving and growing the
tree canopy.

leading to gentrification. She and her team will
interview forest managers, city officials, nonprofit
organizations and community members to ask
questions such as: Are people who manage urban
forests a diverse group? Do people in the hottest
areas get a say in where to add trees and parks in
their neighborhoods? If they’d prefer different
investments in their community, will their voices
be taken seriously?
“I’m not just looking at the distribution of
harms, but how they are produced in society.
What factors and decisions enable the production of harm, who are the decision makers, and
who are the people affected by those decisions?”
Ajibade says. “How is it that we’ve allowed these
things to continue, unintentionally or intentionally? And what are some of the policies we
currently have to address these inequalities?”
		 What sets PSU apart is this communitybased approach, says Allen, a public policy expert
who chairs the Oregon Parks Commission.
		 “Many, many universities and colleges
are working on climate…and we have good
scientists doing the same rigorous work as other
universities,” she says. “But our context and our
opportunity is that community-based aspect and
our willingness to celebrate work that can have an
impact outside the university. That’s not the case
in a lot of universities.”
		 The challenge now is for more people at PSU
to connect with what communities are asking for,
says Todd Rosenstiel, a plant biologist and dean
of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, who
with Allen is leading a committee to refocus PSU
around climate action. They will host a campus
symposium May 12 where government officials,
civic leaders, community-based organizations,
employers and others can explain their most
pressing climate-related problems.
“Before we jump in as academics often do and
say, ‘Oh, here’s my big idea. This is what I want
to do,’ let’s actually take a moment to hear what
is needed of us,” Rosenstiel says. “If we do that
with enough intentionality and diversity, I really
believe everyone at PSU, regardless of school or
college or department, will find a way they can
show up and have some agency in helping the
metro region respond to and prepare for climate
change.”
CONNECTING DIVERSE RESEARCH
Allen and Rosenstiel’s committee is currently
taking stock of PSU’s array of climate-related
research. It’s a huge task. From architecture to
public health, business to biology, nearly every
part of the university is engaged in answering the
question of how we can ensure a habitable planet
for future generations.
Chemists are exploring new ways to capture
the sun’s energy and convert it into usable fuels
that don’t add carbon to the atmosphere, as
geographers assess how a warming climate affects
water quality. Engineers test technologies that
could reduce energy use in buildings and evaluate
SPRING 202 2 //
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Making a Difference
ALEX GAMBOA GRAND

Co-founder of Way of Being (wayofbeing.co) an online store for lowwaste, socially conscious products

ALEX GAMBOA GRAND MBA ’16 has a passion for conscious
consumerism. She co-founded Way of Being, an online store selling
sustainable, low-waste products. At the College of Business, Gamboa
Grand participated in the social innovation and entrepreneurship graduate certificate
program, which instilled a conviction that business is a powerful medium that can
influence culture, community and our environment. “It might feel like those things are
miniscule and won’t make a dent when we’re talking about huge global issues like the
climate crisis, but it all adds up, especially if more and more of us are trying,” she says.

NICOLE HUGHES

Executive Director of Renewable Northwest (renewablenw.org), a
non-profit focused on advocating for renewable energy policy

AFTER WORKING for companies consulting on and creating solar and
wind projects, Nicole Hughes MA ’04 transitioned to the non-profit
sector to foster a connection between her community and the renewable
energy market. As Executive Director of Renewable Northwest, she works toward
better clean energy laws in Oregon and Washington, while advocating for a regional
energy market that’s carbon free. “It’s a great feeling to know that you live in a state
with one of the most aggressive clean energy standards and even more wonderful to
have been a part of the development of that standard,” she says.

KHANH PHAM

Oregon State Rep. for House District 46 (Jade District)

REP. KHANH PHAM MUS ’18 did some of her first organizing in Los
Angeles with transit-dependent people often at the intersection of
racism and environmental injustice. It’s often said now isn’t the right
time to push policy that responds to the climate crisis, she says, “but the
truth is for the people most directly affected by climate change, we aren’t moving fast
enough.” Pham was a driving force behind the Oregon Clean Energy Opportunity
bills passed in 2021. With a new seat on the Joint Transportation Committee, she
hopes to tackle greenhouse gas emissions in the transportation sector—which account
for more than 40% of state emissions—transparency in the fossil fuel industry and
restrictions on fossil fuel storage along the Willamette River.

CHARLES WILSON

Founder and CEO of Cricket Flours (cricketflours.com)

WHAT DO Buffalo Wing Sauce, Cheesy Ranch and Hickory Smoked
Bacon have in common? They’re all flavors of roasted crickets
developed by Charles Wilson ’11 as part of Cricket Flours, which
sells sustainable sources of protein. Since 2014, Cricket Flours has
expanded to also offer baking mixes and additional insects like mealworms and black
soldier fly larvae. Not many know how versatile insects can be, Wilson notes, and how
efficient they are as a protein source. “It takes about 2,000 gallons of water to produce
just 1 pound of beef, whereas crickets need just 1 gallon—and they create 100 times
less greenhouse gases at the same time,” he says. —KATY SWORDFISK
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the promise and pitfalls of e-bikes. Botanists
collect the seeds of native plants before they
are lost, as ecologists examine how to build
trust between residents and the governments
that are charged with preparing them for
life-altering changes, like increased flooding
due to sea level rise.
Faculty are also coalescing around new
themes like urban heat—what Rosenstiel
describes as “the clear and present danger of
extreme temperatures”—and how PSU can
prepare the region to live with them. Another
new theme is climate migration, which brings
together researchers in geography, global
studies, urban studies and planning, philosophy, population research and environmental
sciences.
Ajibade is part of this group, with her
research into how climate migration—an
often haphazard phenomenon—differs from
managed retreat, or planned movements of
individuals, communities, businesses and
infrastructure threatened by climate change.
“Sometimes you’re not aware that your colleague in a different department is working on
the same issue, just from a different perspective,” she says. “What PSU is trying to do is to
bring different faculty together to look at areas
where we already have in-house strengths.”
Even within global themes like climate
migration, PSU must deliver scholarship that
directly helps local communities, Rosenstiel
says. PSU students become the Portland
community with some 62% of alumni
(110,000 and counting) living here. They, and
all Portland-area residents, he says, should be
able to learn from PSU how to live in a place
that’s likely to be transformed by climate
change and by climate refugees—people who
will arrive here from other states or countries
that become inhospitable, or unlivable, due to
the impacts of climate change.
“You could easily study climate migration
in the abstract and talk about, you know,
massive numbers of refugees coming out of the
river deltas of Asia. But I think our role is to
really focus on: What are the climate change
impacts here in the metro region?” Rosenstiel
says. “What role do we as an institution play
in ensuring our local communities have a
basic understanding of what we already know,
and are prepared to make smart decisions for
themselves and their families as it relates to
the climate futures of the Pacific Northwest?”
CONNECTING IDEAS WITH ACTION
Students deserve credit for PSU’s climate
urgency and emphasis on equitable solutions,
says Jenny McNamara, campus sustainability
director.
As a result of their demands for swifter,
systemic change, “We’ve begun to ask ourselves different questions around climate
planning and climate action…about who’s

impacted and who benefits,” McNamara
says. “And it’s because students have this really
well-developed understanding of the intrinsic
connections between social justice, equity and
climate change. That’s been groundbreaking
for us in the last few years, and it’s largely
student-driven.”
Serena Dressel has been involved in campus
sustainability for seven years, as an undergraduate and now a graduate student, and in
leadership at the Student Sustainability Center.
Her role in the Greater Portland Sustainability
Education Network, which brings together
student leaders from throughout the region,
adds to her perspective. PSU stands out for the
breadth of opportunities for students to plug
into climate-related issues, she says.
Students can pursue hands-on learning and
leadership outside of class through the Student
Sustainability Center, which offers a range of
opportunities for students to volunteer and
create change—from helping maintain campus
gardens and bee hives; to reducing waste by
hosting clothing exchanges and reuse fairs; to
organizing climate-focused events and outreach efforts that promote social justice. They
can learn tangible skills via the Living Lab, a
program that connects students and faculty
with operations staff, who work together
on sustainability-related campus projects.
Students can also pursue multiple degrees
and certificates with a sustainability emphasis,
including a minor in climate change science
and adaptation—to name just a few examples.
At the same time, Dressel believes PSU
could do much more to involve and respond
to students who seek swifter action on climate
issues. President Percy’s renewed focus and
his administration’s support for the second
Portland Youth Climate Summit, scheduled
for April 23 at PSU, are promising, she says.
“The thing that gives me the most hope is
seeing how so many youth right now are so
passionate about changing their future and
changing the world in a positive way…who
really have concrete ideas of what a better
world would look like,” she says.
Connecting students across different fields
of study and helping them turn their ideas
into real-life solutions is the goal of the annual
Cleantech Challenge, a program of PSU’s
Center for Entrepreneurship.
Over the past decade, the program has
brought together more than 150 student teams
to create new products and processes that
move society toward environmental sustainability. In 2021, the winning team created an
ethanol-based fuel cell capable of efficiently
generating renewable energy. The team
included students from mechanical engineering, biophysics and computer science, as well
as Karelly Ramirez Gonzalez, now a Portland
State senior pursuing bachelor’s degrees in
chemistry and physics.

Making a Difference
SERENA DRESSEL

Graduate student, public affairs
THROUGH HER work at PSU’s Student Sustainability Center,

Serena Dressel focuses on providing students with an opportunity
to advocate for a more livable and just future. “My work in climate
action and sustainability has been centered around identifying how we
can collectively create a better future for today’s youth,” Dressel says. Some
of her work will be on display as part of the second annual Portland Youth Climate
Summit on April 23. Dressel was one of 10 organizers of the series of workshops
designed to inform and empower young climate activists.

MAAB MOHAMMED
Graduate student, architecture

CONCRETE IS the foundation (pun intended) of all buildings, says
Maab Mohammed, which inspired her research with fellow master’s
in architecture student Tabassum Khandoker into methods of
reducing the environmental impact of this essential building material.
“Both of us care greatly about approaching our careers with care for changing the way
architecture impacts the environment,” Mohammed says. Their findings were shared
with Portland architecture firm SRG Partnership and PSU’s Center for Public Interest
Design to further educate designers and architects and find opportunities to reduce
the environmental impact of construction. “After this research, we hope that Oregon
continues to push the limits of making the industry even more sustainable,” she says.

EMMA RUSSELL

Senior, environmental studies

EMMA RUSSELL has a keen interest in climate science and meteorological analyses. She’s studied extreme climate events in Portland
with the Climate Science Lab since 2020, and is now interning with
the West Multnomah Soil and Water Conservation District as part
of the Louis Stokes Alliance for Minority Participation Program. Key points she’s
addressing include mitigation practices, climate impacts on Portland and online tools
used to assist in adaptation efforts. “The conversation around climate change can lead
to feelings of uncertainty, worry, fear or even denial. The best resource for us to relieve
those feelings is our scientific knowledge of the topic,” she says.

PASCAL TYRRELL
Senior, environmental studies

AS A LIFELONG gardener, Pascal Tyrrell’s interests led him through
Portland Community College’s Associate of Science program and
into PSU’s Environmental Studies program. Now he is finishing a
capstone project in partnership with Senior Advocates for Generational
Equity (SAGE), educating middle and high school students about Portland’s efforts
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. “I chose my capstone course, ‘Rise for the Planet,’
after I was asked by the mom of a young child about the future of the planet and I
wasn’t able to articulate a very hopeful answer,” he says. “I decided I wanted to be able
to provide a positive response, one that spoke of the possibilities and opportunities that
exist as we adapt to a warming planet.” —KATY SWORDFISK
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Undergraduate Karelly Ramirez Gonzalez helped create an ethanol-based fuel cell
capable of efficiently generating renewable energy as part of a team that won
PSU’s 2021 Cleantech Challenge. Photo by Juan Barraza.

The Student Sustainability Center is the go-to place for students who want to get
involved in climate efforts. Staff shown here: Julian Roth, Crystal Vega, Luca Gregston,
Serena Dressel and Hal Shervey. Photo by Edis Jurcys.

Her Cleantech mentors and peers broadened the way she approaches problems, says Gonzalez,
who also conducts research in atmospheric sciences in PSU’s Stable Isotope Lab. The experience
revealed connections between her research and the role she can play in preserving a habitable
planet, plus the importance of explaining those connections in language that non-scientists can
understand.
After she graduates this summer, Gonzalez is contemplating a career as a process engineer,
helping businesses lessen the negative impacts of climate change by improving their methods.
Her Cleantech experience showed her “I don’t have to just be the science person,” she says. “I
can look at a business and take something that they’re doing and just make it better. I think if I
can do that, I’ll have some peace of mind.”
Gonzalez says she will graduate from PSU with a firm understanding of how she personally
connects to climate change—and how she can do something about it.
“It’s really showed me that you have to approach things more like: What is the human focus,
what is the people focus?” she says. “And that’s how I approach most of my work now—reminding myself that this research that I’m doing is for a bigger purpose and always finding those
connections, so that what I’m doing can be relevant and make sense.”

“Students have this
really well-developed
understanding of the
intrinsic connections
between social justice,
equity and climate
change. That’s been
groundbreaking for us.”

SAVE A TREE
Love Portland State Magazine, but want to remove paper from
the picture? Opt out of the print issue and receive the email
newsletter instead. It links to online versions of our stories.
Scan this code with your smartphone’s camera to go to the
preferences form or email psumag@pdx.edu.
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Ours may be an urban campus, but from the
school colors to the leafy Park Blocks, it’s safe to
say Portland State’s heart has always been green.
Test your knowledge of PSU’s environmental past
in this quiz. —SCHOLLE MCFARLAND

1. The nation’s first bottle bill, passed in 1971,
aimed to reduce Oregon litter by mandating
a 5-cent deposit on all soft drink and beer
bottles, redeemable on return. What former
Portland State student is known for
writing it?

a. State Rep. Paul Hanneman (R-Tillamook)
b. State Sen. Margaret Carter (D-Portland)
c. Gov. Barbara Roberts (D)
d. All of the above

2. What part did PSU play in Oregon’s
landmark 1971 Bicycle Bill—the first of
its kind in the nation—which sets aside
a minimum of 1% of state transportation
spending for bike and pedestrian
infrastructure?

a. State Rep. Al Densmore ’68 (D-Medford) co-sponsored the bill
b. The Bicycle Transportation Alliance (now the Street Trust), cofounded by Rex Burkholder ’84, collected signatures in support
c. Sam Oakland, English faculty and pioneering bike activist,
rallied cyclists to lobby for the bill and led citizen actions
d. A & C

3. PSU students organized a public interest
research group (PIRG) chapter in 1971 to
work for environmental and consumer
protections. What was one of its first
successful actions?
a. Students invited Ralph Nader to speak at Smith Memorial
Student Union

b. Students succeeded in getting meat banned from all PSU
cafeterias and catering
c. After students sent the county district attorney photos of City
of Portland trucks dumping hot asphalt into the Willamette River,
the city agreed to stop

5. For years, Portland has had one of the
nation’s highest rates of bike commuting for
a large city. What bike safety technique was
not first evaluated by researchers at PSU’s
Transportation Research Education Center?
a. The first large-scale installation of bike boxes, which aim to
increase the visibility of bikers at intersections and prevent
right-hook crashes
b. Portland’s first protected bike lane
c. Inflatable airbag helmets
d. All of the above

6. The College of Education conducted the
first U.S. research into how garden-based
learning affects educational outcomes at
the Learning Gardens Laboratory. What else
does the 12-acre site in Southeast Portland
offer?
a. Hands-on learning for PSU students in the Leadership for
Sustainability Education master’s program

b. Fresh, high-quality and affordable produce to the local
community
c. Garden-based education for middle schoolers learning about
science and sustainability
d. All of the above

7. What gave PSU’s sustainability efforts a
big boost in 2008?

a. The University received a $25 million 10 year challenge grant
from the James F. and Marion L. Miller Foundation exclusively for
sustainability programs
b. Portland-based band Biltzen Trapper donated 25% of the
proceeds from its album “Furr” to benefit campus sustainability
c. Lehman Brothers donated $10 million to convert most campus
roofs to eco-roofs
d. B & C

4. In 1983, Oregon passed the nation’s first
recycling bill, which called for state-wide
curbside recycling in communities of more
than 4,000 people. How has PSU helped
improve the state’s recycling since then?

a. PSU’s Recycling Education Project (now Community
Environmental Services) piloted a program to improve recycling
in apartments and other multifamily dwellings in the 1980s
b. Student researchers in PSU’s Community Environmental
Services (CES) have analyzed 189 organizations’ trash to help
reduce waste and improve their sustainability

8. LEED (Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design) is the most widely
used green building rating system in the
world. What was the first PSU building to
achieve the highest LEED rating of Platinum
in 2011?

a. Karl Miller Center
b. Vanport building
c. Lincoln Hall

Answer Key:

d. A & B

1. A 2 . D. Though the Bicycle Transportation Alliance was not involved in the original Bike Bill, in the early 1990s the group sued the City
of Portland to implement it , lobbied Trimet to become the first large transit agency to be 100% bike accessible and campaigned for bikefriendly bridges and roads. 3. C. A photo of a city truck dumping asphalt into the river ran in the 197 1-72 Viking yearbook . Ralph Nader
did speak at PSU, but that was in 1970, the year before PSU’s OSPIRG chapter organized; 4. D 5. C 6. D 7. A 8. C. All but the Vanport
building has a Platinum rating, but Lincoln Hall was the first.

Green
Roots

d. Robertson Life Sciences Building

c. CES students helped design the collection station that
travelers at Portland’s airport empty drinks into at the TSA line,
reducing unnecessary weight in the recycling stream
d. All of the above
SPRING 202 2 //
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COMEBACK

With perseverance
and a little help, it’s
never too late to
graduate
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by Suzanne Pardington Effros
Sierra T. remembers being pregnant, hot,
stressed and late for her Portland State commencement in 2017. She barely made it through
the crowds at the MODA Center in time to walk
in the ceremony with her classmates.
She never guessed it would take another four
and a half years for her to officially graduate.
On that warm Sunday in June, she had a toddler on one hip, a baby due in September, and
her entire family there to celebrate. She thought
she could easily finish up her last few classes in
the fall.
But that turned out to be nearly impossible
with a newborn, and she kept putting it off. One
year turned into two, then three and four. She
marked the time with her son’s birthdays, vowing to complete her degree before he turned five.
“Having kids and being a young mother definitely hindered my timeline, but it was always a
goal that I had,” Sierra said. (She prefers not to
use her last name for privacy reasons.) “I think
it’s important as a person of color to have a
degree, and for me it was something I had to do.”
Her experience shows how hard it can be for
students to come back to college after a long
absence and how meaningful a college degree
can be—no matter how long it takes to finish.
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“She marked the time with

her son’s birthdays, vowing
to complete her degree
before he turned five.”
Sometimes all it takes is a little extra support. That’s why
Portland State is expanding scholarships and emergency
hardship funds to clear the way for students like Sierra
to return and graduate.
WHEN SIERRA decided to go back to PSU in 2021,
she had a major obstacle: She couldn’t register for classes
because she still owed PSU $1,500, money she didn’t
have in her tight family budget.
Her advisor told her about the Robert Mercer College of Liberal Arts and Sciences Last Mile award, a
last-resort funding source to help students pay for their
final credits and graduate. The fund is made up of mostly
small donations in honor of Robert Mercer, a retired
assistant dean who created it in 2013. Since then, the
award has helped 71 students finish their degrees.
Sierra was relieved when she learned the award would
cover her debt and remaining classes. It was “a huge,
huge blessing,” she said.
She was nervous about juggling the demands of
school, family and her new full-time job as an operations
manager, working in local government. But she did it,
finally receiving her degree in December.
“I really just powered through,” she said. “It was hard,
but it was something I had to do. There was no second
chance. Someone else was paying for me to finish. It was
all or nothing.”
The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences’ Robert
Mercer Last Mile fund and others like it are “tremendous tools,” said Carol Gabrielli, the college’s director of
student success.
She has seen an uptick in financial need from students
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Job losses, health
problems, family caregiving and other challenges have
stretched their already thin resources.
“Many students are calling me out of enormous
desperation—a Hail Mary of sorts—and this award
catapults them into a whole other dimension of possibility,” she said. “It really transforms their lives.”
PSU is building on the success of the Last Mile fund
with a strategic investment of $1 million in a new Finish
Line project for students throughout the University who
are at risk of not graduating during the pandemic.
The need is so great that a record number of students
applied for emergency funds during the 2020-21 school
year, and donors stepped up to help. The Portland State
University Foundation gave out more than $600,000 in
hardship funds to 726 students for housing, food, medical care, transportation and other immediate needs.

Student Ben Steward prepares medicinal plants in the family
drying room (previous page). Sierra T. '21 at PSU's Urban
Plaza (this page). Steward on the land in Roseburg and at
home with his wife and daughters (right). Photos by NASHCO.

TWO PSU scholarships are helping Ben Steward, 38, graduate
this spring with a bachelor’s degree in Indigenous Nations and
Native American Studies.
After high school, he worked in the medical field for 12 years,
bringing health and dental services to Indigenous villages in
isolated, rural areas of Alaska. He had great relationships with
the people he met, but he felt a little bit like an outsider, he said.
The experience drove him to reconnect with his own tribe
in Southern Oregon, the Cow Creek Band of Umpqua Tribe
of Indians. He ultimately wanted to work for his tribe, but he
needed a bachelor’s degree.
He heard about PSU’s Indigenous Nations Studies program
and transferred in 2020, after finishing his associate’s degree
online.
He achieved his employment goal faster than expected last
year, when his tribe hired him as its cultural programs coordinator, based in Roseburg. He’s finishing his degree remotely from
there. In his new job, he designs and leads classes and events to
preserve his tribe’s language and culture for its 2,400 citizens.
“It really takes an active focus to maintain those things in
today’s world,” he said. “The language has been so close to
getting lost. And if they go away, they are gone. That’s a big
drive for me.”
His scholarships help him focus more on his studies, spend
more time with his wife and daughters, and worry less about
paying his bills.
“I don’t think I would be this close to graduation if not for
the help I received,” he said. “The financial support has been
easily one of the most important factors in my success, without
a doubt. Every penny has been appreciated.”

“It feels like people can see how
hard you’re trying. It’s support
when you don’t think you have
support anywhere else.”
KIMBERLY KINNAMAN almost gave up on her childhood
dream of becoming a surgeon after a teenage pregnancy and an
unhappy marriage.
Scholarships not only made it possible for her to keep going,
but also helped steel her resolve.
“It feels like people can see how hard you’re trying,” she said.
“It’s support when you don’t think you have support anywhere
else. It’s the difference between dropping out and keeping on
going.”
Kinnaman, 31, has wanted to be a surgeon since she was
nine years old, when she had back surgery for scoliosis at
Shriners Children’s Hospital in Portland. She never felt scared
in the hospital, and she’s been fascinated with medicine ever
since. She remembers getting an anatomy book one year for
Christmas and spending hours reading it and drawing intricate
pictures of the human heart, because she thought it was so
beautiful.
But as she grew up, she lost hope for that future. Her parents
didn’t go to college, and it wasn’t common in her community
near Medford.
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“When a friend introduced her at school
as ‘Kim, the future surgeon,’ she started
to believe it was true.”
She had her first baby when she was 17 and a senior in high school.
She had her second when she was 20. Their father was 40 and her
boss at her summer job when she met him. She didn’t want to be with
him, but ended up marrying him anyway, because she thought it was
expected of her.
For the next eight years, she tried to figure out how to leave her
marriage and go to college. She enrolled in Rogue Community
College for the first time when she was 19, but her husband didn’t
support her, she didn’t have child care and her grades weren’t as high
as she wanted, so she dropped out.
“I had convinced myself this was my life,” she said. “This was the
choice I had made. I was stuck with it.”
Then a therapist helped her see she could make a new choice. In
2019, she went back to college, divorced her husband and moved out
of their three-bedroom house and into her parents’ kitchen with her
two children.
Her husband told her she would find herself incompetent in college.
She proved him wrong, getting almost all A’s.
When a friend introduced her at school as “Kim, the future surgeon,”
she started to believe it was true.
		 In early 2020, her ex-husband told her he was dying of cancer and
asked her to take care of him in hospice. She did it for her children,
because he was their dad and they loved him. He died in May 2020.
She transferred to PSU in fall 2021 with help from the Nancy Ryles
Scholarship, an award for students returning to college. The schol-
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Student Kim Kinnaman at the Robertson Life
Sciences Building. Photo by So-Min Kang.

arship was created in memory of Nancy Ryles, an Oregon politician
who died of brain cancer in 1990 at age 52. She attended college but
didn’t graduate and wanted to help other women finish their degrees.
The students who apply for the scholarship are “so incredibly determined,” said Martha DeLong, a member of the scholarship steering
committee.
Like Kinnaman, many applicants have children, and they want to
set a good example for them.
“They’ve gone through some very tough times in many cases,”
DeLong said. “When they leave school, it’s because they don’t believe
in themselves. By the time they apply, they realize they can do this,
and many want to demonstrate to their kids that they can do it, too.”
Kinnaman moved into a one-bedroom apartment near PSU with
her two children, now 13 and 11. She’s taking a heavy load of classes
and getting good grades.
She hopes to go to medical school at Oregon Health & Science
University and someday start her own scholarship.
“I want to help other people realize their dreams,” she said. “It
doesn’t stop with me.”
If you’d like to support PSU students returning to school later in life like the
ones profiled here, consider giving to the President’s Equal Access Scholarship fund at giving.psuf.org/equalaccess.

LEARN HOW TO CREATE YOUR
OWN PSU LEGACY
PSU alumnus Bruce Craig ’62 discovered what
would become his life’s work thanks to history and
language classes at Portland State University.
Now he’s included the PSU in his estate plans
because he wants to nourish the academic
environment that shaped his intellectual life.

PL ANNEDGIVING.PSUF.ORG
BE TZ Y FRY, DIRECTOR OF PL ANNED GIVING
503-725-2865 | FRYB@PSUF.ORG

Alumni Life
REMEMBERING
CHARLES MOOSE
The man who set out to
change Portland policing

new form of policing.” During his six years
as chief, Moose promoted the concept of
community policing, which, as he noted in
his dissertation, emphasizes police officers’
relationships with community members as
key to their success as law enforcers.
At the time, the idea was as novel as the
hiring of a Black police chief with a Ph.D.
ORIGINALLY FROM North Carolina, Moose
moved to Portland in 1975 to join the almost
completely white Portland Police Bureau
after earning his bachelor’s degree from the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
Moose’s father had received a master’s degree
from Columbia University and intended to
earn a doctorate as well, but didn’t finish his
dissertation. Sandy Moose MPA ’83 says her
husband, for his part, was “determined to dot
that ‘I’ and cross that ‘T.’”
Charles Moose’s studies allowed him to
refine his theories about policing, says
Doug Kenck-Crispin MA ’16, a local
historian who wrote his master’s thesis
about Moose.
“I think what PSU was able to
provide was almost a think tank of
these theories that were being kicked
around in the late ’80s and early ’90s
about policing,” Kenck-Crispin says.
“He actually got real-life, real-world
experience with those academic
programs.”
Moose believed higher education
could help officers be better police. As
Portland Police chief, he implemented
a policy requiring new recruits to hold
a four-year degree. Highly unpopular
with members of the Portland Police
Association, the policy was quickly
reversed after Moose left the bureau
in 1999. But 22 years later, the issue
remains topical, reemerging recently
in legislation proposed in California.
Today, only four states have bachelor’s
degree requirements for police.
“He was a big believer in the complexity of decision-making in policing
and that it was easy to make mistakes,”
Jolin says.
While not the city’s first chief to
adopt a community-policing approach,
Moose implemented a number of
groundbreaking, professionally risky
policies, underscoring a common
theme in his tenure as police chief.

STE VE L A , COURTESY WILL AME T TE WEEK

CHARLES MOOSE sat at the front of the
class dressed, as usual, in a sharp suit. In
1982, Moose was taking a public sector
management class at Portland State, as he
considered pursuing a master’s degree.
His eyebrows rose, however, when a
classmate strolled in late with a cheeseburger
in hand, having already missed a week of
classes. Sandy Cook took a seat in the back of
the room. “It piqued his curiosity, like, ‘Who’s
this chick?’” she recalls with a laugh. During
a break, Moose approached her, beginning

a friendship that later blossomed into a
marriage.
It wouldn’t be the first time PSU played
an important role in shaping the life of the
former Portland police chief, who died Nov.
25 at his home in Florida while watching a
Thanksgiving football game. He was 68.
Nationally, Moose is best known for
leading the investigation into the 2002 “D.C.
Sniper” attacks as chief of the Montgomery
County, Maryland Police Department. But
before that, he earned his master’s in public
health (1984) and Ph.D. in criminology
(1993) at PSU while working for the Portland Police Bureau. The same year he earned
his doctorate, Moose became Portland’s first
Black police chief and its youngest.
Annette Jolin, criminology faculty emerita,
first met Moose in the early 1980s. She
describes him as “a forward-looking, humble,
considerate and yet purposeful advocate of a
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HIGHLIGHTS

When the Mooses purchased a home in a high-crime area of Portland in 1993,
The New York Times called Charles a “24-hour role model.” The next year, U.S.
Attorney General Janet Reno and Mayor Vera Katz toured his neighborhood.

WHILE MOOSE was Portland’s top cop,

he and Jolin published a paper evaluating
the bureau’s response to domestic violence-related calls. It noted a key issue.
Despite general enthusiasm for community policing, the community “neither
fully understood nor fully accepted” the
process of problem-solving and evaluation
the approach required.
Plus, buy-in from law enforcement officials and other powerful people in the city
was tenuous. “Giving up policing power
was something most people in positions
of power were unwilling or unable to
do,” Jolin says. “Trust me, that was a very
unusual step.”
Still, Moose was committed to getting
community input. He held monthly
meetings with community stakeholders,
featuring wide-ranging and free-flowing
conversations.
“He wasn’t doing lip service, that’s
for sure, and he was very approachable,”
Chiquita Rollins says. During her 16
years as Multnomah County’s domestic
violence coordinator, Moose was the
only chief to attend the county’s Family
Violence Coordinating Council meetings.
“He really took seriously that if the community said ‘No,’ he would do it another
way. I don’t think that ever happened
again to that extent.”
THE MOOSES made national headlines

shortly after Charles was sworn in as chief
in 1993 when they bought a house in

Northeast Portland’s King neighborhood.
Part of the historically Black Albina
District, at the time it had one of the city’s
highest crime rates. The move represented
Moose’s personal commitment to the
concept of community policing. If connections were key to effective policing, he for
one, would live where he worked.
“At the local level, I think it was viewed
as revolutionary. That’s good and that’s
bad,” Kenck-Crispin says. “There were a
lot of people that were saying he’s walking
his talk. But I think that there were a lot
of people who felt that this was a publicity
stunt.”
Moose established a loan-financing
incentive to encourage other officers to
live in high crime neighborhoods across
Portland, though few took advantage of it.
Rather, the move may have helped ease
white Portland citizens’ concerns about
moving into the neighborhood, KenckCrispin says, adding to the growing
gentrification of the area.
Looking back, Sandy Moose recalls an
interaction with a young boy overcome

“He was a big believer
in the complexity of
decision-making in
policing and that it was
easy to make mistakes.”

ROBERT GRAVES

“A lot of his initiatives
were implemented,”
Kenck-Crispin says.
“They just didn’t last.”

J. ROBINSON PHOTOGRAPHY

THE SKANNER

BENJAMIN QUANAH PARKER

“He was a big believer in the complexity
of decision-making in policing and that
it was easy to make mistakes.”

Benjamin Quanah
Parker PhD ’21
became the first
Indigenous student
to earn a doctorate
in mathematical
sciences at Portland
State. During the early
days of the pandemic,
Parker (Squaxin, Turtle
Mountain Ojibwe,
Cree, ShoshoneBannock) started
a list of Indigenous master’s and Ph.D. students
to motivate himself for the final push of graduate
school and drew inspiration from from the site
indigenousmathematicians.org started by Kamuela
Yong. After defending his dissertation in November
2021, he accepted a job as a software research and
development engineer at Intel.
Rudy Soto ’11 was
appointed Idaho State
Director for Rural
Development with
the Department of
Agriculture by President
Joe Biden. In this role,
he’s responsible for
programs authorized by
the congressional Farm
Bill and designed to
help rural communities.
Soto, an Army National
Guard veteran, lost a 2020 bid to represent Idaho’s 1st
congressional district. He worked most recently with
Western Leaders Network, a nonpartisan nonprofit
organization of local and tribal elected officials across
the Interior West focused on protecting public lands,
water and air. He is a member of the Shoshone-Bannock
Tribes of the Fort Hall Reservation.

Carolyn Wood MSW ’79
MS ’80 published a new
memoir, Class Notes:
A Young Teacher’s
Lessons from Classroom
to Kennedy Compound.
After Wood took a day
off to campaign for
Robert F. Kennedy in the
1968 Oregon presidential
primary, the two bonded
over sports and he
asked her to be his 11
children’s governess. Three months later—immediately
after his assassination—she arrived at the Kennedy
Compound in Hyannis Port to begin an extraordinary
year. Wood, now a retired English teacher, won an IBPA
Benjamin Franklin Award in 2017 and the 2019 Buck
Dawson Authors Award for her first memoir, Tough Girl,
about her experience as one of the youngest athletes to
win an Olympic gold medal in swimming.
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ALUMNI IN THE NEWS
Sara Jean Accuardi ’06 wrote an audio drama, Landscape,
which was presented by Portland’s Theatre Vertigo
as part of the Fertile Ground Festival. Accuardi’s 2019
collaboration with Theatre Vertigo, The Delays, won a
Drammy Award for outstanding original script.
Jeff Allen ’89, principal scientist for European software
giant SAP, has championed corporate social responsibility
projects for Haiti for decades. His public release of Haitian
Creole language data helped lead to the inclusion of the
language in Google Translate, Microsoft Translator, Amazon
Translate and more.

Keren Brown Wilson PhD ’83 and Michael DeShane
MA ’71 PhD ’77 capped off Portland State’s $300 million
Campaign for PSU with a gift to the PSU Institute on
Aging. Their contribution will expand career pathways for
students interested in supporting Oregon’s elders.
Adam Carlin MFA ’18 was named director of learning and
engagement at the Everson Museum of Art in Syracuse,
New York.
Bryant Carlson PhD ’18 began work as a senior instructor
in the OHSU-PSU School of Public Health.
Aaron Clausen ’20 and Nolan Gold ’21 are working as
junior assistant camera and junior grip, respectively, on
Wendell and Wild, a Netflix stop-motion animated feature
starring Keegan-Michael Key and Jordan Peele.
Scott Cline ’72 MA ’82 published Archival Virtue:
Relationship, Obligation and the Just Archives with
the Society of American Archivists press. Cline is a
distinguished fellow of the Society of American Archivists
and served as founding archivist and director of the
Seattle Municipal Archives from 1985-2016.
Carol J. Pierce Colfer ’66 co-edited the book Adaptive
Collaborative Management in Forest Landscapes: Villagers,
Bureaucrats and Civil Society, published by the Earthscan
Forest Library. Colfer is a senior associate with University
of Washington’s Center for International Forestry Research.
Jason Duika MM ’10 was featured in the January
issue of Classical Singer magazine. See his site at
jasonduikabaritone.com.
Ryan Farwell ’07 joined the Ocean Beach Wellness
and Rehabilitation Center in Ilwaco, Washington as an
occupational therapist.
Janna Ferguson MArch ’17 was made partner of her
architecture firm in Boulder, Colorado, now called
Ferguson Pyatt.
Steve Forrester ’71 co-wrote and edited the book Eminent
Oregonians: Three Who Matter about Richard Neuberger
(of Neuberger Hall fame), Abigail Scott Duniway and Jesse
Applegate. Forrester is president and CEO of his family’s
company, EO Media Group, and former editor and publisher
of The Daily Astorian.
Madeline Frisk MS ’21 is now Portland State’s coordinator
of student government relations and adviser to Greek
life. As a graduate student, Frisk served as a senator and
academic affairs director for the Associated Students of
Portland State University (ASPSU) and is excited to help
new student leaders at PSU.
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Sasha Bassett MS ’16 accepted a position as an adjunct
instructor in sociology for Pace University in New York City.

Charles Moose hands out job and education information at an Iris Court open house in the early
1990s. Moose wrote his doctoral dissertation about the North Portland public housing complex,
dedicating it to “the tenants who taught me to see them as people who deserve a safe place to live.”

with excitement about the multitude of
birds that visited her feeders. But there were
bad memories, too, like when her husband
arrived home just in time to arrest a man
burglarizing a construction trailer outside
their home who came close to assaulting her
and the neighbors.
As for the societal meaning of their
presence there, Sandy Moose says that the
move was made with good intentions.
“The gentrification part is offensive and
unfortunate,” she says. “At the time, [his
approach] was a viable solution, and it was
the only solution to get things stopped.”
ONE OF THE officers patrolling Portland in
the 1990s was Portland State’s current chief
of Campus Public Safety, Willie Halliburton, then an early career officer.
“I was disrespected, called every name in
the book,” Halliburton says. “I was looked
upon as a sellout, a traitor.”
He approached Moose, his lieutenant
at the time, with a request to transfer to
another precinct. Moose laughed.
“He said, ‘Willie, I came from North
Carolina to Portland. I got the same treatment,’” Halliburton says. “‘It’s about earning
people’s trust. Once they know you, you’ll
get the respect you need.’”
Within six months, Halliburton could see
that trust building, he says. “That saved my
career in Portland.”
Moose made a priority of touching base
with the small group of African American
officers, says Campus Public Safety Lt.
Kevin Modica, who also was an officer with
the bureau. “It’s nice to have somebody
looking out,” he says.
Modica lauded Moose’s efforts to introduce new elements of policing, including

asking officers to review and incorporate
data into their patrols.
“People didn’t necessarily agree with all
of his policies, but they respected him,”
Halliburton says. “He was a man of his
word, a man of integrity.”
COLLEAGUES and family have described
Moose as firm, fair and direct, with a dry
sense of humor. He loved the Baltimore
Ravens, New York Yankees and motorcycles.
Moose was also known to have a temper,
with several disciplinary measures taken
against him during his time with the bureau
for volatile interactions with city employees
and store clerks. Moose later commented
that he was ashamed of his behavior while
adding that he believed the incidents and
the disciplinary actions that followed were
racially motivated.
His career also included controversial
decisions, such as the introduction of AR-15
rifles to the bureau.
Amid backlash over his outbursts, Moose
left Portland in 1999 to head the Montgomery County Police Department. Officers
there had recently shot two unarmed Black
men, and the Maryland department was
seeking someone who could ease racial
relations.
Kenck-Crispin questions whether
Portland was ready for Moose. “He had
successfully expanded community policing,
but Portlanders were never able to get past
his outbursts and his race, and thus lost an
opportunity,” he wrote in his thesis. “Obviously, the Montgomery County Hiring
Committee was aware of Portland’s public
perception of the candidate Moose. But here
he was being hired for attributes and ideas
that drew so much fire in Portland, Oregon.”

TOM MIHALEK VIA GE T T Y IMAGES

MOOSE’S later work
leading the high-profile “D.C. Sniper”
investigation into
the random gunning
down of 10 people and
critical injury of another
three encapsulated his
national legacy, even
though he spent most
of his career, 24 years, in
Portland.
Halliburton says
Moose informed
his own approach to
community policing.
When he got the PSU
job in 2020—less than
After a month of terror came to an end with the capture of the "D.C. Sniper,"
a month after George
a message of thanks hung on an overpass in Silver Spring, Maryland. As
Floyd’s murder triggered
Montgomery County police chief, Moose gained national attention in 2002
nationwide protests
as the leader of a massive investigation to apprehend the shooters.
against police brutality—
Halliburton immediately called Moose,
were engaged today, he would be all over
tears streaming down his face.
police reform.”
“He said, ‘Congratulations, you deserve
Moose did, in fact, keep an eye on
this and it’s your time,’” Halliburton says.
Portland long after he left. After retiring
“That was important for me to hear.”
to Florida, he reapplied for the Portland
Moose’s impact on Portland endures, if
police chief job in 2017, but the bureau
not through the policies he championed,
tapped Danielle Outlaw instead.
then in the careers of the officers he menAs he said in a tearful speech when he
tored and in the path-breaking example he resigned as chief:“I hope that behind my
set as the first Black person to reach high
name for the rest of my life, it will say,
ranks in the bureau.
‘comma, former Portland police officer.’ If
“I’m not saying that everything was
it says that, then I’ll know that they know
perfect,” Modica says. But, he notes, “If he who I am.” —JACK HEFFERNAN

NORTH CL ACKAMAS SCHOOL DISTRICT

OREGON’S STAR
TEACHER OF 2022

WHEN Ethelyn Tumalad-Granados MA
’16 MEd ’17 arrived at school for an early
morning staff meeting in September, little
did she know she was in for a big surprise.
State officials announced her as Oregon’s
new Teacher of the Year, handed her the
$5,000 prize and praised her for her work
as an exemplary educator, student advocate
and equity champion. “Educators like you
are the shining stars our students need,”
Gov. Kate Brown said. Tumalad-Granados
teaches language arts and Advancement
Via Individual Determination (AVID) at
Clackamas High School, and she knows
firsthand the importance of positive role
models. She came to the Pacific Northwest
from the Philippines at age five, and it was
her only teacher of color, Miss Pritchard,
who first encouraged her to excel in school.
“Here was someone who looked like me,
and she saw something within me,” she
said. She started her first affinity group
while at the College of Education. “I saw
how much the educators of color needed
to be together,” she said. “I want to shine a
light on recruitment and retention of educators of color, because it is so important
for the students.” —SHERRON LUMLEY

ALUMNI IN THE NEWS
(CONTINUED)
Corinne Gould MA ’16, previously a recruitment marketing
manager for PSU’s School of Business, accepted a
new position as associate manager of advertising and
promotions for MIT Press.
Mike Grant ’16 MSW ’17 published his debut creative nonfiction memoir, (Re)Making a Sandwich: An Addiction Case
Study, available from Amazon.com.
Shoshana Gugenheim Kedem MFA ’20 was awarded a
$20,000 grant from the Covenant Foundation to start the
Social Practice Institute at the Greensboro Contemporary
Jewish Museum in Greensboro, North Carolina (where
Adam Carlin MFA ’18 is co-curator). She also directs a new
fellowship for contemporary Jewish artists in Portland called
Art/Lab (colabpdx.org/artlab).
J. Bryan Henderson MS ’06 MS ’08 is an associate professor
of science education at Arizona State University and the
creator of Braincandy, a free technology designed to make
classroom participation more equitable and authentic. He
is a National Academy of Education/Spencer Fellow, and
Program Chair of the American Educational Research
Association SIG for Science Teaching and Learning.
Sarah Kenney MS ’13 received Portland State’s
Distinguished Staff Award as part of 2021 President’s
Diversity Awards. Kenney, who worked as part of PSU’s
Finance and Administration team, was recognized for
improving access to campus buildings and new construction
as co-chair of the campus accessibility committee.
Heather McCambly ’09 MA ’09 PhD ’09 was hired as an
assistant professor in the School of Education at University
of Pittsburgh.
Julia McGarrity ’17 MEd ’18 wrote a song, “New Love,”
performed with her band June Magnolia, which was featured
in the National Public Radio podcast “Tiny Desk Contest Top
Shelf, Episode 5 with Jewly Hight.”
Joyce McNair MS ’20 published her first book, The
Adventures of SweetPea: The Stolen Toy, available through
Amazon and from the website lovethesame.com. She also
started a line of natural skincare products, available at
sisterproducts.com.
Gillian Murr ’11 MEd ’13, a climate specialist at Portland’s
Kellogg Middle School, and Ezra Whitman MEd ’17, teacher
at Portland’s Roosevelt High School, will be among the
first participants in PSU’s First Nations Administrator and
Knowledge Keepers program, which prepares American
Indian and Alaska Native students to serve as education
administrators and school principals.
Salty Xi Jie Ng MFA ’19 was selected for the Singapore
Museum of Art’s pilot artist residency program.
Anchitta Noowang ’19 recently wrapped production on
her latest short film Undercard. It tells the story of a young
Muay Thai fighter who must figure out how to survive after a
horrifying assault (anchittafilms.com/undercard).
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ALUMNI IN THE NEWS
(CONTINUED)

4 WAYS TO SHARE YOUR TIME
FROM SUNNY DAYS under Park Blocks elms to the professors who changed your life,

you made a host of important memories at Portland State. If you want to make a difference for today’s students, consider sharing the most valuable resource you have—your
time. Here are four great ways to give back as a volunteer. (Look for updates at pdx.edu/
alumni/volunteer.)

Deborah S. Peterson MA ’95, education faculty emerita,
co-edited the books Improvement Science: Promoting Equity
in Schools and Improvement Science as a Tool for School
Enhancement, published with Myers Education Press.
Brandon Pettit ’19 was hired as a video editor at Heart and
Hustle Productions (heartandhustleproductions.com), the
media company founded by Rashad Floyd ’00.
David Roesler MA ’20 published an article in the Journal of
English for Academic Purposes based on his master’s thesis,
“When a Bug is Not a Bug: An Introduction to the Computer
Science Academic Vocabulary List.”
Joan Rudd ’69 will release the book Building Solid: A Life
in Stories on Amazon.com on May 15, with a simultaneous
Zoom presentation and studio tour. See joanruddsculpture.
com for details.
Ashley Schahfer ’15 founded the company Empowering
Access (empoweringaccess.com), in Bend, Oregon, to
equip communities with equitable, inclusive strategies that
ensure people with disabilities feel welcome outdoors.
Elizabeth S. Scofield MA ’97 published the book Nordic
Influence on Emerson’s Self-Reliance, the story of her
1993-2006 journey in search of the true source of Emerson’s
concept of self-reliance.

1

HELP MAKE COMMENCEMENT SPECIAL: After two years without

2

NURTURE THE NEXT GENERATION: Do you have business wisdom and

3

EASE STUDENT HUNGER: Since the COVID-19 pandemic began, more
students than ever have been seeking help to keep food on the table. As a
result, campus organizations that work with food assistance could use extra
hands. PSU’s monthly Free Food Market takes place outside in the Park
Blocks the second Monday morning of every month. Email foodhelp@pdx.
edu to volunteer. Or, help out at the PSU Food Pantry in Smith Memorial
Student Union once a week. Email pantry@pdx.edu for details.

4

MAKE YOUR VOICE HEARD: No matter where you live, stand in support
of Portland State University by becoming a PSU Advocate. As part of this
network, you’ll be provided with opportunities to engage directly with
lawmakers to ensure a bright future for PSU students. Sign up to receive
action alerts by texting PORTLANDSTATE to 52886. Volunteers work to
communicate and promote the value of having an outstanding teaching and
research institution in Portland. Learn more at pdx.edu/alumni/advocates
and email alum@pdx.edu with questions. —SCHOLLE McFARLAND

Grace Skinner ’17 won the Seattle Opera Guild’s Singers’
Development Awards and Austin Allen ’21 placed third.
Zachary Smith ’10 is the new vice president of university
development and alumni engagement at California
Polytechnic State University in San Luis Obispo, California,
as well as CEO of the Cal Poly Foundation.
Jodi Watson ’88 was appointed to the Board of Directors
for PetMeds Express, a publicly traded pet health company
based in Delray Beach, Florida. She also serves on the Board
of Directors for Dogtopia, the fastest growing franchise dog
daycare company and Dakota Supply Group, a distribution
supply company in the construction industry.
Anna Weltner ’19 finished her latest documentary film,
Goitre, which has won numerous accolades, including being
named Winner, Best Documentary, at the European Film
Festival.
Cameron Whitten ’16 received Willamette Week’s 2021
Skidmore Prize for young Portlanders working to make the
city a better place. Whitten was recognized for work with
the Black Resilience Fund.
Desiree Wilson ’16 MS ’20, a literary agent for the Bent
Agency, was named a Publishers Weekly Star Watch
Honoree for 2021.

LOSSES
John “Jack” Cooper, English faculty, 1970-99; Victor “Vic”
Dahl, history faculty, 1959-90; Elizabeth Furse, founding
director for the Institute for Tribal Government; Mary Ann
Haisch ’90; Nancy Anne Hill ’80 MS ’88; Michihiro “Michi”
Kosuge, art faculty, 1978-2003; Richard “Dick” Lycan,
geography faculty, 1970-2004; Ray Mariels ’61, English
faculty, 1967-2002; Katie Jay Scott-Stauring ’05; Norm
Wyers, social work faculty, 1974-96. Read tributes at
pdx.edu/magazine/remembrances.
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NASHCO

Email alum@pdx.edu with your alumni news.

in-person graduation ceremonies, Portland State wants this year to be extra
special. Help make it happen by volunteering to staff the event at our new
venue, Providence Park, on Saturday, June 11, or Sunday, June 12. Sign up at
pdx.edu/commencement/volunteer.

expertise to share with undergraduate and graduate students? The School
of Business is seeking alumni to review resumes, conduct mock interviews,
mentor current students one-on-one, give guest lectures and more. Many
opportunities are online and open to alumni who live outside of Oregon. See
more details and sign up at bit.ly/psubizvolunteer. Email Becky Sanchez at
beckys@pdx.edu with questions.

bookshelf
FROM KNOWLEDGE TO POWER

JOHN PERONA, CHEMISTRY FACULTY
OOLIGAN PRESS

As wildfires and hurricanes demonstrate the impact of global warming, some people
understandably despair for the planet’s future. Others continue to maintain that the science
is inconclusive and the threat uncertain. Perona steers a middle course in this clear and
comprehensive primer to climate advocacy, arguing that the risk is real but that concerted
action can still avert catastrophic outcomes. An expert on the organisms that generate the
greenhouse gas methane and an activist who has advocated limits on fossil fuels, he traces the
dynamics that shape the Earth’s climate. He then outlines a number of avenues toward a zeroemissions future, both individual and societal. Thanks to the efforts of students and alumni Callie
Brown MS ’21, Morgan Ramsey MS ’21, Michael Shymanski MA ’21 and Emma Wolf MA ’21 at PSU’s
Ooligan Press, From Knowledge to Power arrives at a critical moment. —JOHN BEER, DIRECTOR OF
CREATIVE WRITING

GODSHOT

DEAD POINT

LaVonne Griffin-Valade MFA ’17

Janice Lee, English faculty

IMAGINE A DEATH

FRETWORK

CATAPULT

SEVERN RIVER PUBLISHING

TEXAS REVIEW PRESS

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA PRESS

In drought-stricken California, fourteenyear-old Lacey May discovers that
the pastor who’s captivated her
community has a disturbing plan to
bring back the rain. Unable to rely on
those around her, she sets off to find
her ostracized mother. Bieker’s epic
fable of girlhood and resilience, her
first novel, was a finalist for the 2021
Oregon Book Awards.

The sweeping panoramas of eastern
Oregon’s John Day Valley conceal a
multitude of schemes in Griffin-Valade’s
debut mystery. What seems like a
routine hunting violation draws the
intrepid police sergeant Maggie
Blackthorne into a labyrinth of
deception and murder. Maggie fans can
follow her subsequent adventures in
Murderer’s Creek (also released in 2021)
and the forthcoming Desolation Ridge.

Lee’s exploratory novel follows a trio of
characters, identified as The Writer, The
Photographer, and The Old Man, as they
grapple with personal grief and global
environmental devastation. In winding,
hypnotic sentences, Lee gives eloquent
voice to her characters’ cosmic
questions, as well as to the nonhuman
beings with which they share the
world: whales, trees, moss.

In her fourth collection of poems, Glazer
conjures language to bear seemingly
unbearable burdens of loss and trace
out alien forms of consciousness.
Mourning for her parents, meditating
on the lives of hagfish and sheep, she
crafts spiky, arresting, and impeccably
observed lines, circling around the
limits of what can be seen and said.

Chelsea Bieker MFA ’12

Michele Glazer, English faculty
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looking back

UNCONVENTIONAL AIRWAVES

LEFT: Fred Schaaf ’02,
then KPSU’s music director,
in the studio in 1994.

49 hours of airtime a week from PPS and began broadcasting
daily between 5 p.m. and midnight.
WHAT DO Smarmy Elfin Magic, Muy Bien Racing Hour and Groove
“It was probably the most inspiring thing of my whole life,”
Swing have in common? They were all shows that aired in 1994 when
Nasca said in a 2016 podcast about the organizing that led to the
KPSU embarked on what’s been a 28-year journey in radio, music and
radio station’s launch. “That was a pivotal time in my life where I
self-expression.
got to really see people get energized.”
For those who haven’t visited the sub-basement of Smith Memorial
The result was a flow of alternative and experimental music,
Student Union or streamed one of the 50 plus shows available online, a
conversation hours, interviews with people around campus,
quick introduction: KPSU is Portland State’s student-run station. It started themed playlists, nature walks, reviews of movies and in-depth
as the dream of a group of students who wanted to bring college radio to
dives into television shows—anything to get away from what
Portland. In the early ’90s, they drummed up interest and secured funding
students considered “programmed music.”
to hire graduate student Don Nasca MBA ’95 to get things off the ground.
Early on, the station lived in what Vicky Mazzone ’02
When KPSU launched, it shared airwaves with Portland Public Schools described as a tiny closet on the second floor of the student
(PPS) thanks to an arrangement worked out by Nasca. Benson High
union. KPSU has since relocated to the sub-basement
School’s station, 1450 AM KBPS, was in financial
and slowly reformed a computer lab into the lounge
trouble after Measure 5 budget cuts, and KPSU
and studio space it is today. Mazzone hosts Guitar
organizers discovered that not only were
Shop, the second-longest running show on KPSU
there no radio frequencies available, but also
with 24 years on air.
purchasing an existing channel came at a
In 2010, the contract with KBPS ended suddenly.
high cost—at least $1 million. Convincing
One of the late-night shows used “offending language”
PSU’s administration to go through with
(the word “sodomy”) and while not technically a violation of
the deal wasn’t easy. Volunteers gathered
Federal Communications Commission guidelines, Portland Pubover a 1,000 signatures, and hundreds of lic Schools revoked the station’s broadcasting privileges the next
students (lured with free pizza) crowded day. KPSU hasn’t returned to traditional airwaves since, instead
into a student fee committee hearing.
streaming exclusively online at kpsu.org. In its new form, the
But in the end, Portland State bought station continues to be an outlet for students as one of Portland
State’s largest student organizations.
“It’s one of the freest spaces on campus in terms of expression
because we literally let you do whatever
you want,” said Anna Ross, KPSU’s
most recent volunteer director. “There’s
an astounding mystery to it.”
A treasure trove of KPSU tapes,
t-shirts, zines and other memorabilia from
the early years now has a home in the
library’s Special Collections.
—KATY SWORDFISK
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STAY
CONNECTED.
GET
REWARDED.
Did you know that as a graduate of Portland State University you are
automatically a member of the PSU Alumni Association?
Unlock special benefits and discounts with your Alumni Card:

Invites to shop at the Nike,
adidas, and Columbia
employee stores

Special alumni
membership at the
Campus Rec Center

Deals and discounts across
the region including AAA
Oregon/Idaho

Portland State Magazine
P.O. Box 751
Portland OR 97207

FOR EVERY PERSON WHO KNOWS
THIS MOMENT IS EVERYTHING.

For every person who has chosen to pay it forward.
For every person who has invested in the future of our city.
THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING PSU STUDENTS.
Learn more about how your gift to
scholarships makes a difference.
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